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Overview

Change and uncertainty are the new norm in business. Uncertainty in political and economic environments, the impact and uncertainty of climate change and changes in societal expectations of business present a broad set of risks, demanding focus on long-term value creation, business resilience and license to operate. Changes in investors’ and society’s expectations have translated into the government’s governance reform agenda and a growing demand for better corporate reporting that responds to the need to understand broader risks and business impacts.

Section 172 and creating value for broader stakeholders

One of the biggest changes to reporting requirements in the forthcoming reporting season is the introduction of the ‘section 172 statement’ in the strategic report. For periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, all large UK companies must set out how directors have, as required by section 172 of the Companies Act 2006, promoted the long-term success of the company whilst having regard to the impact on a broad group of stakeholders such as employees, customers, suppliers, the environment and community. Section 172 itself is not new, so for some companies the new reporting requirement will not require a significant operational change.

Although no company surveyed had yet provided a section 172 statement, 31 companies were already referring to ‘section 172’, typically in their corporate governance disclosures. It also seems as though many companies are already conscious of the broader impact that they have on society, with 97 companies (2018: 94) identifying stakeholders other than investors, such as employees and customers, in their annual reports. 98 companies (2018: 92) acknowledged resources and relationships which, whilst not recognised in the financial statements, they depend on and impact.

Encouragingly, 85 companies (2018: 76) also discussed value created for at least one stakeholder other than investors, although the majority did not quantify this value, in financial terms or otherwise. Where quantification was provided it was not always for all the stakeholders that had been identified. Quantification often tended to be in relation to employees, such as the number of promotions or training hours received. Only five companies attempted to give some idea of how total value generated was allocated between stakeholders.

Purpose and culture

46 companies (2018: 32) set out a company purpose beyond making profits for shareholders. A company’s purpose explains why it exists, going beyond financial drivers to incorporate a broader set of shared values and behavioural expectations. These values and behaviours in turn define a company’s culture – one of the areas of focus in the new 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, which also becomes effective in 2019.

Against a backdrop of scrutiny by an ever-increasing range of stakeholders, it was no surprise that 34 companies included a detailed discussion of corporate culture in their strategic report and 15 did so in their governance disclosures. 31 companies included some detail on the tools and techniques the board uses to monitor culture (2018: 23) and ten indicated that the board obtains some type of assurance regarding corporate culture – a substantial increase compared to four in 2018.
Risks and Brexit

On average companies disclosed ten principal risks (2018: ten). Consistent with our findings last year, companies continue to struggle with linking these risks to a company’s strategy – only 48 companies made this link clear in the current year (2018: 47).

Turning to the specific risks, it came as no surprise that 86 companies surveyed (2018: 71) discussed Brexit within their risk reporting. 25 companies identified Brexit as a ‘stand-alone’ principal risk, with a further 36 including it as part of a broader principal risk. A further 25 companies went on to discuss Brexit but explained that they had concluded it was not a ‘principal’ risk.

The most common concern noted by those companies discussing Brexit in their risk reporting was the broader macroeconomic impact of the UK leaving the EU (mentioned by 62% of those companies). 52 companies made reference to Brexit within their corporate governance disclosures, typically setting out Board actions as the situation evolved, and 34 companies mentioned it in their financial statements.

Cybersecurity also continues to be high up companies’ risk registers, with 71% (2018: 73%) identifying concerns over cybercrime as a principal risk.

Viability statements

Disappointingly it seemed that little progress had been made by companies in their longer term viability statements. Still only 16% of companies clearly differentiated their discussion of future prospects within the viability statement, up slightly from 13% last year. The lack of improvement and the retreat into boilerplate is an issue both for the FRC and for companies who might see additional or tougher requirements in this area following criticism of effectiveness of viability statements by Sir John Kingman in his report issued at the end of last year.

One suggestion from the report was for companies to include more details on specific stress testing. This year 28 companies set out clear scenarios they had used to test the model for their viability statement and 15 presented a conclusion covering each scenario (2018: 26 and 13).

Board evaluation

31 companies surveyed undertook an external board evaluation during the year (2018: 29). Of these, 84% described the nature and extent of the external evaluator’s contact with the board and individual directors. Some of these disclosures made it clear that the evaluator had no contact beyond setting a questionnaire in collaboration with the chair and / or the company secretary, whilst others had attended board and committee meetings and met individually with each director and a selection of senior management. Given this range of approaches, insightful disclosure is critical for readers to understand the nature of the board evaluation process undertaken.

Board diversity and inclusion

In a slight improvement from last year, 30 companies indicated they had diversity targets for the board, up from 22 in 2018. Eleven included disclosure on the level of ethnic diversity on their board, up from six last year - we expect this to increase again next year as companies approach the 2021 target date mentioned in the Parker Review.

39 companies disclosed the gender diversity in the executive committee and their direct reports, in line with the Hampton-Alexander review’s expectations (2018: 15%), with 50% of FTSE 350 companies meeting the requirement. Next year we expect to see a substantially higher figure as this becomes a disclosure requirement in the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code.

2018 UK Corporate Governance Code

Around four fifths of companies in our survey sample were already subject to the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code at the date of publication of this year’s annual report and will need to report under that Code this coming year. In that context, it is surprising that only 40% of companies provided specific detail of changes they have made or planned to make in order to comply with the new Code. Almost the same number of companies made only a generic statement about the need to comply or that they would report on compliance in the next annual report.

More encouragingly, companies have clearly been working on meeting the independence requirements of the new Code. At least half of the board, excluding the chair, was made up of independent non-executive directors for 91% of companies this year, a jump from 69% of companies in 2018. This rises to 98% of the FTSE 350 companies surveyed and 100% of the FTSE 100.
Disclosures on the assurance the board receives included deep dives on culture, investigations in response to specific issues, and in several cases, an external evaluation or "health-check" of culture or values in the business. Twelve companies disclosed action taken by the board to address issues during the year around culture – for example, introducing new training on values, formal studies on the nature of culture in different parts of the business, revisiting of values and behaviours, and action to address findings regarding culture arising from an employee engagement survey.

Stakeholder engagement
New information on engagement with employees, suppliers and customers will also be required in large companies' directors' reports for 2019 calendar year-ends. This past year 90 companies described their engagement with employees and 64 described how they had engaged with customers. However, companies should make sure that they focus on the issues identified through such engagement that are material to investors and provide insightful information on how the company is responding.

Of the companies providing specific detail on implementing the new 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, 43% reported on a particular workforce engagement mechanism (as per Code provision 5). A designated non-executive director was the most common engagement mechanism (22%), followed by an alternative mechanism not described in the Code (10%), a works council (7%), a combination of mechanisms (3%) and an employee director (1%).

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors
Obtaining stakeholder feedback enables a greater understanding of the ESG factors on which a company depends and which it impacts. This past year saw a slight improvement in companies reporting how broader ESG factors are being taken into account within the overall company strategy. 11% (2018: 10%) fully integrated ESG issues into their business strategy and a further 52% (2018: 38%) were bringing in some ESG components. However, over a third of companies continue to discuss such matters in a separate section of the annual report with little or no link back to strategy.

The requirements of the Non-Financial Reporting Directive, which have been in force for around two years, should provide a framework to enable companies to discuss these matters, particularly in terms of linking ESG information back to company policy and processes. However, these disclosures continue to be challenging, with policies not always clearly being described and little insight given into any due diligence undertaken over the application of those policies in practice. Disappointingly, only 56 of the 87 companies in scope provided a separate non-financial information statement.

Climate change
Climate change is likely to have an unprecedented impact on society, business and financial markets. Failure by business to respond to the risks posed by climate change has significant implications, such as disruption to supply chains, loss of asset values and market dislocation. The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) issued a joint statement with other financial regulators in July 2019, stating:

“The Boards of UK companies have a responsibility to consider their impact on the environment and the likely consequences of any business decisions in the long-term. They should therefore address, and where relevant report on, the effects of climate change (both direct and indirect)...”

More than half of the reports surveyed (57 companies) explicitly referred to “climate change”. Four companies voluntarily provided fulsome disclosure in line with the recommendations of the Financial Stability Board's Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). A further 16 companies referred to the TCFD recommendations in some other way, such as compliance through a separate sustainability report or a table cross-referring to various publications they make available.

From a risk perspective, the World Economic Forum’s 2019 annual risk survey identifies the climate crisis as the number one threat to the global economy. It is therefore perhaps surprising that only seven companies (2018: one) included climate change within their principal risks, either as a stand-alone risk or as part of a broader principal risk. A further six companies identified climate change as a potential risk within their risk management disclosures but concluded it was not a principal risk.
Measuring performance
The use of alternative performance measures (APMs, sometimes referred to as ‘non-GAAP measures’) remains popular, with 93 companies including such measures in an up-front highlights page in their annual report and 88 including an adjusted measure of profitability. Compliance with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) Guidelines on APMs remains somewhat mixed – relatively common areas for improvement included provision of more company-specific reasons for including such measures and being sure to include IFRS equivalent measures in chairmen’s and chief executives’ statements.

In terms of the metrics that directors regard as ‘key performance indicators’ (KPIs), on average six financial measures and four non-financial measures were given in reports. Of those presenting non-financial KPIs, 57% included employee related metrics and 54% included health and safety measures.

Distributable profits
70 companies disclosed their dividend policy, with 48 making clear what it meant in practice and reflecting recommendations of the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab. Many investors are keen to have insight into the level of distributable profits a company has. 26 companies (2018: 32) explicitly disclosed a ‘single figure’, with a further 14 (2018: four) instead describing which of their equity reserves were distributable.

Financial statements
The biggest change for most of the financial statements we surveyed was the adoption of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments (80 companies) and IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers (83 companies). No companies elected to restate comparatives on initial application of IFRS 9 and only 16 companies did so for IFRS 15, applying it with full retrospective effect.

Only 16 companies quantified the change to their loss allowances on transition to IFRS 9’s expected loss model for impairments, with many others stating the effect was immaterial. 13 companies identified critical judgements or key sources of estimation uncertainty as part of their IAS 1 disclosures relating to IFRS 9 – often in relation to measuring loss allowances. 12 companies identified such items under IAS 1 relating to IFRS 15.

Companies continue to improve in distinguishing between judgements and estimates, something which is important given IAS 1 has different disclosure requirements for each – 78 companies (2018: 66) clearly split these items apart, on average giving 3 estimates and 2 judgements. Disappointingly, 23% of the descriptions given were so generic that they could have applied to any company – so there remains room for improvement in this regard.

Another area that the FRC has called for more insight on is in relation to supplier financing arrangements. Only 7 companies included disclosure indicating they had such arrangements, with the best disclosures including company specifics and explaining presentation of associated amounts in the balance sheet and the cash flow statement.

Looking ahead, IFRS 16 will be effective for the first time for most of the companies surveyed in the reporting season ahead. Only three companies had early adopted the standard last year, although 67 companies (2018: eight) quantified the expected impact ahead of its application. The FRC’s thematic review of IFRS 16 disclosures in 2019 interim financial statements, when published, should provide useful pointers on expected disclosures.

Final thoughts
With annual reports now longer than ever, having reached an average of 172 pages (2018: 164), new financial standards, corporate governance and reporting requirements there is a lot for preparers to think about. This publication can help inform your planning, provide insight and inspire through examples of good practice in corporate reporting.

Veronica Poole
Global IFRS Leader and UK Head of Corporate Reporting
Deloitte
Introduction

In this publication we aim to provide insight into practices in annual reporting, focusing on areas where requirements have changed, where regulators are focusing or where innovative practices are emerging.

The publication presents the findings of a survey of 100 annual reports of UK companies with a premium listing of their equity on the London Stock Exchange. 93 of the 100 companies are the same as those used in the previous survey. The population comprises 19 FTSE 100 companies (2018: 19), 37 FTSE 250 companies (2018: 38) and 44 companies outside the FTSE 350 (2018: 43). Investment trusts, other than real estate investment trusts, are excluded from the sample due to their specialised nature. The reports analysed are for financial years ended between 29 September 2018 and 31 March 2019.

Each section addresses a different aspect of a typical UK listed company’s annual report, generally distinguishing between:

• areas where compliance has been relatively good or improved;

• areas where companies have struggled to comply with requirements; and

• areas where companies have gone beyond mere compliance and are innovating or voluntarily providing information.

The topic of integrated reporting impacts multiple parts of companies’ annual reports and is discussed in multiple sections of our publication. To help identify this recurring topic we have used the following colour-coding:

Although our survey data uses only companies from our sample, when selecting examples of good practice we have used material from companies that, in our view, best illustrate a particular requirement or innovation, regardless of whether they are in our sample.

Many more example disclosures can be found in an appendix accompanying the electronic version of this publication, available at www.deloitte.co.uk/annualreportinsights. A more detailed discussion of the regulatory requirements UK companies with a premium listing are subject to is also provided as an appendix in the electronic version.

Each section also includes a short list of items to watch out for in the reporting season ahead, reflecting areas of changing requirements or practice and areas of regulatory focus.

In this publication we aim to provide insight into practices in annual reporting, focusing on areas where requirements have changed, where regulators are focusing or where innovative practices are emerging.
A company’s purpose explains why it exists, going beyond financial drivers to incorporate a broader set of shared values and behavioural expectations. These values and behaviours in turn define the company’s culture. As discussed further in section 6, businesses are increasingly scrutinised by an ever-wider range of stakeholders. Purpose and culture therefore represent core pillars in the strategic decision-making process and establish the company’s commitment to doing business profitably yet in an ethical, reputable and responsible manner.

In his 2019 letter to CEOs, Larry Fink, CEO BlackRock, said: ‘Profits are in no way inconsistent with purpose – in fact, profits and purpose are inextricably linked. Profits are essential if a company is to effectively serve all of its stakeholders over time – not only shareholders, but also employees, customers, and communities. Similarly, when a company truly understands and expresses its purpose, it functions with the focus and strategic discipline that drive long-term profitability. Purpose unifies management, employees, and communities. It drives ethical behaviour and creates an essential check on actions that go against the best interests of stakeholders. Purpose guides culture, provides a framework for consistent decision-making, and, ultimately, helps sustain long-term financial returns for the shareholders of your company.’

A clear company purpose should underpin the company story told through the annual report; the strategy should explain how the company intends to deliver on its purpose, while the business model should combine both purpose and strategy to explain what the company does and how it does it. Purpose should also be reflected in how a company discusses broader environmental, societal and governance (ESG) factors and its impact on society. The forthcoming requirement to present a section 172 (s172) statement creates a further expectation on directors to communicate how, through discharging their duty under s172, they have promoted the success of the company for the benefit of investors while having regard to other stakeholders (see section 6). Having a prominent purpose which sets out the company’s broader aims sets the context for this.

46 companies (2018: 32) included a prominent and clear description of the company’s purpose in the strategic report. 31 companies commented on corporate purpose in their governance reporting with four including case studies, which helped to bring the company’s culture to life.

66 companies discussed culture or values to some degree in the strategic report, but only 34 companies did so in detail. 45 companies discussed culture within the corporate governance statement, with 15 doing so in some detail. Discussion of purpose and culture was more common among FTSE 100 companies, with all of these addressing culture in their strategic report and almost all referring to it in the corporate governance section as well. 68% of FTSE 100 companies set out a clear purpose in the strategic report, in contrast to 51% of FTSE 250 companies and only 32% of non-FTSE 350 companies.

The length and prominence of purpose statements continues to show some variation, although many companies place their statements upfront in the report; often on the inside front cover or highlights pages. Often this was a concise and high-level sentence, but some companies extended this to two or three sentences, giving more specific information, and some explicitly linked their purpose statement with the strategy and business model. A handful of companies presented a brief purpose upfront and went on to expand on this later in the report, incorporating discussion of corporate culture and setting out their values.

Good examples of purpose statements link to wider stakeholders whilst also providing clarity on the specific activities of the company. For example, Anglo American plc wrote ‘Anglo American is re-imagining mining to improve people’s lives. Using more precise extraction technologies, less energy and less water, we are reducing our physical footprint for every ounce, carat and kilogram of precious metal or mineral. We are combining smart innovation with the utmost consideration for our people, their families, local communities, our customers, and the world at large – to better connect the resources in the ground to the people who need and value them.’

As investors focus increasingly on the longer term and broader value creation in making their investment decisions, it is essential that companies make their purpose clear, explain how their values support that purpose and demonstrate how it is delivered through maintaining a strong and consistent corporate culture.
What to watch out for

Set out your company’s purpose in a clear and prominent manner and consider how clearly it is linked to the strategy and business model, as suggested in the FRC’s Guidance on the Strategic Report.

Explain how your company’s purpose is reflected in the corporate culture and the involvement of the Board in this area, including both how the company goes about setting culture and then how it is adhered to. A useful starting point is the FRC’s report on ‘Corporate Culture and the Role of Boards’ published in July 2016.

Examples of disclosure

Vodafone plc’s purpose goes beyond making a profit for shareholders and clearly sets out the three strategic decisions that flow from it.

Mondi Group plc sets out its purpose and frames it within the context of its strategy, business model and culture.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
2. Climate change

More than half explicitly referred to “climate change” in their annual report

Companies referenced climate change within their principal risks

1 in 5 companies mentioned TCFD in their annual report

Companies provided fulsome TCFD disclosures within their annual report

Companies included climate change within discussion of their strategy, although only 2 companies explained how their strategy is resilient to climate change
Climate change is likely to drive the most profound change to financial markets in our lifetimes, leading to significant market corrections and changes in the coming years. In October 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change published a report concluding that time is running out. Climate change will have a marked impact on human health, food security, water supply, human security, and economic growth. Failure by business to respond to these risks has significant implications, such as disruption to supply chains, loss of asset values and market dislocation. Investors are already factoring climate change into their investment decisions and some are considering divestment, but as a last step if active engagement fails.

Disclosure around climate change in annual reports has historically been limited, with only one company in our survey last year including climate change as a principal risk. Following the Government’s announcements of its new target to bring all greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by 2050 and of its Green Finance Strategy (which recognises the role of the financial sector in delivering global and domestic climate and environmental objectives), the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) issued a joint statement with other financial regulators in July 2019, making its expectations of UK boards very clear, stating:

The Boards of UK companies have a responsibility to consider their impact on the environment and the likely consequences of any business decisions in the long-term. They should therefore address, and where relevant report on, the effects of climate change (both direct and indirect). Reporting should set out how the company has taken into account the resilience of the company’s business model and its risks, uncertainties and viability in both the immediate and longer-term in light of climate change. Companies should also reflect the current or future impacts of climate change on their financial position, for example in the valuation of their assets, assumptions used in impairment testing, depreciation rates, decommissioning, restoration and other similar liabilities and financial risk disclosures.

TCFD Recommendations
Recommendations published in 2017 by the Financial Stability Board’s (FSB) Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (‘TCFD recommendations’) provide comprehensive guidance on how climate change should be addressed through companies’ governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets. 825 organisations globally have become signatories to TCFD to express support; despite this rather large number, many are still in the early stages of adoption, which is reflected in the findings of our survey.

Four companies surveyed – three banks and a utilities provider – voluntarily provided the full TCFD disclosures in their annual report, albeit noting that in some areas (such as scenario testing) there was still further work to be done. Three of these mentioned climate change within their discussion of principal risks and the fourth (a bank) clearly incorporated climate change within a more detailed discussion of credit risk under a separate risk section of the annual report.

A further 16 companies referred to the TCFD recommendations in their annual report in some other way, such as compliance through a separate sustainability report or else a table cross referring to a number of different available publications. Some referred to the TCFD recommendations as “informing” their work and using it to improve their own environmental disclosures, while others openly committed to complying with the recommendations in future. These companies were spread across a number of industries, and included companies in insurance, real estate, oil and gas, industrial technology, retail, mining, packaging and paper, construction, food and beverage, media and telecoms. Such variety reflects the pervasiveness of climate change and the impact it will have on different businesses.

Although reference to the TCFD recommendations was not extensive, 57 companies referred to “climate change” somewhere within their annual report, in all cases as part of their narrative reporting. Below, we examine disclosures made in the four areas covered by the TCFD recommendations, acknowledging that few companies were going so far as to report in accordance with the recommendations themselves.
In June 2019, the European Commission published its Guidelines on non-financial reporting: Supplement on reporting climate-related information which integrates the TCFD recommendations into its original guidelines around fulfilling the disclosure requirement under the NFR Directive (see section 6). These guidelines concluded that, given the systemic and pervasive impacts of climate change, most companies under the scope of the NFR Directive are likely to conclude that climate is a material issue and as such should be disclosing relevant information for investors within the NFR Directive disclosures. In the UK these are incorporated into section 414CB of the Companies Act 2006 and section 7 of the FRC's Guidance on the Strategic Report.

Governance

The TCFD recommendations highlight the importance of understanding the governance and risk management context in which financial results are achieved. Seven companies referred to climate change in their corporate governance statement; another company referred to governance around climate change within its directors’ report alongside its GHG emissions disclosure. These references varied in nature from a brief mention on the list of matters considered by the Board to more detailed considerations within Committee reports. One Board Reputation Committee described climate change as a ‘recurring topic’ in their discussions, referencing the Paris Accord and summarising key actions taken within the group during the year. One Risk Committee referenced correspondence with the FRC (itself seemingly initiated by external stakeholder pressure) regarding climate change within the company's environmental disclosures and how the current year’s report now addresses all concerns raised. Another Audit Committee confirmed its role in concluding that climate change is now a principal risk for the company.

Of those companies that described Board oversight, the thinking at Board level was most often led by a sub-committee of the Board. At other companies the Chairman and CEO led together; or else the CEO alone; for one company, oversight was retained by the whole Board. A handful of companies referred to the audit committee or finance’s involvement in the company's approach to climate change. Some companies disclosed that assigned board level oversight would be confirmed in the coming year.

Strategy

Investors need to understand how climate-related issues may affect a company’s business, strategy, and financial planning over the short, medium, and long term, as this informs expectations about future performance. 40 companies discussed climate change within their strategic report in a meaningful way beyond merely a fleeting reference. Most of these discussions were within the sustainability or CSR sections of their annual report although some, such as Croda International Plc and The Weir Group PLC, included climate change prominently in the first few pages of their report. Unusually, three companies referred to climate change only within the context of their principal risks (see below) without further meaningful discussion or linkage to strategy or impact on the business model elsewhere in the report (albeit one company was confirming that it was not, in fact, a principal risk).

In general, discussions around climate change varied in length and breadth of detail, some acknowledging the impact of climate change and focusing their intentions primarily on reducing their own carbon footprint, others looking at the broader opportunities that climate change presents.

The TCFD recommendations encourage companies to describe the resilience of their strategy, taking into consideration different climate-related scenarios, including a 2°C or lower scenario. While nine companies included climate change within the broader discussion of their strategy, only two companies referred to how their strategy is resilient to climate change, and even then this was at a high level. One company described how they had "future-proofed" their business through their strategic direction, while the other made a fleeting reference to measures they had put in place to ensure operational resilience.
A handful of companies referred to scenario testing, although most of these indicated that this has not been performed to date but is being developed internally for future disclosure. One company noted that scenario testing had been performed as a pilot exercise for both physical and transition risks and noted the timeframes applied to the scenarios.

Despite the lack of explicit reference to how company strategy is resilient to climate change, eleven companies gave an example of how the business had changed or was changing specifically in response to climate change. For providers of financial capital this tended to relate to opportunities for ‘green’ financing or, as a minimum, considering ESG factors when making investments; for others this was often changes to reduce their own carbon footprint. Anglo American plc included a summary of their climate change policy within their discussion of one of their strategic objectives. National Grid plc explained how their response to climate risk now impacts capital allocation through the use of carbon pricing.

**Risk management**

The TCFD recommendations refer to climate-related risks as being either transitions risks (those relating to the transition to a lower carbon economy) and physical risks (those relating to the physical impacts of climate change).

Environment-related risks again dominated the World Economic Forum (WEF)’s 2019 annual risk survey, accounting for three of the top five risks by likelihood and top four by impact. The WEF specifically calls out the climate crisis as the number one threat to the global economy. It is therefore perhaps surprising that only seven companies included climate change within their principal risks (2018: one), either as a standalone principal risk or else as part of a broader principal risk. A further six companies identified climate change as a potential risk within the risk management disclosures, but concluded it was not a principal risk. These 13 companies were from a range of industries, notably banking and insurance, mining, oil and gas, utilities, construction, media, packaging and paper, industrial services and a beverage manufacturer. Eight of these companies clearly disclosed relevant mitigating activities within their principal risk disclosures. Premier Oil plc explained in their corporate responsibility section how they integrated carbon and climate-related risks into their overall enterprise risk management framework.

Although only a few companies discussed climate change risk within the context of principal risks, 17 discussed more broadly within other sections of their strategic report steps they had taken to reduce or eliminate the risk. For one company this was divesting capital intensive and environmentally challenging businesses, particularly those with a higher dependence on fossil fuels. For one house builder their actions included incorporating sustainable drainage systems within new developments to address the increased risk of flooding due to climate change, while another referred to designing ‘resilient and intelligent buildings’ that could adapt to climate change. For other companies, the risk was reduced by implementing strategies to lower their own carbon footprint.

17 companies discussed investment made or planned in response to climate risk. Such investments ranged from new technologies and products to employee training specifically on the matter.

**Metrics and targets**

Disclosure of key metrics and targets enable investors to understand how companies are measuring and monitoring climate-related risks and opportunities. 25 companies included a metric relating to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions or carbon footprint within their KPIs. Surprisingly, not all of these companies were discussing “climate change” specifically within their annual report, which could leave them open to challenge of whether this metric is really ‘key’, even more so when the KPI has not clearly been linked back to an element of strategy.

Six companies with a GHG or carbon KPI identified a target or goal that they are aiming for, which provided useful insight as to how successful they had been to date. Kingfisher plc’s target to reduce carbon emissions is specifically aligned with the Paris Climate Agreement.

The most useful disclosures in this area were where companies explained the link between this metric and their strategy and identified the relevant risk as well, although surprisingly few companies achieved this with regard to this specific metric. An example of a company which linked these three elements is Croda International Plc.
Financial statements

As referred to in the FRC’s statement, above, climate risk is not limited to disclosure and good governance. Climate change can and already does impact the numbers in the financial statements. Companies affected by extreme weather events like hurricanes, floods, droughts and wild fires are already reporting actual costs and losses associated with dealing with these events. The impact of more gradual changes such as changes in precipitation patterns, rising temperatures and rising sea levels and the impact of changing policy and technologies, as we shift to a low-carbon economy may also affect cash flow forecasts, cost of capital and availability of insurance and therefore may lead to impairments today. This may also impact expected asset useful lives and their residual values, valuations, provisions, contingencies and onerous contracts and pension obligations.

Disappointingly, no company within our sample referred to climate change explicitly within their financial statements, perhaps because of the difficulty in quantifying the effects. However, seven companies referred to the broader natural environment within the financial statements, all in the context of provisions (or contingent liabilities). These mainly related to environmental provisions to restore mines or other environmental claims to be settled.

One company explicitly referred to financial implications within their discussion of climate change in the strategic report, noting the cost savings already obtained following efforts to improve energy efficiency and reduce emissions. Another talked of progress in quantifying the financial implications of the potential risks and opportunities and included the possible monetary value of receiving fewer carbon trading scheme allowances. Hilton Food Group plc outlined how the identified risks and opportunities associated with climate change have been factored into their financial planning process.

What to watch out for

- Is climate change on your Board’s agenda? Both the TCFD recommendations and the WEF Climate Governance Principles can act as a useful tool to assist Boards in getting started.
- When disclosing your response to climate change, the TCFD recommendations act as a good framework to base disclosures around.
- Are your risk management processes capturing climate change related risks and opportunities?
- How are you monitoring climate change risks and opportunities? Where you have disclosed a relevant KPI, is this clearly linked back to disclosure around risk and your overall strategy?
- What assumptions, judgements or estimates relating to climate risk have you incorporated into the preparation of your financial statements? For example, where you have performed scenario analysis, has this been reflected in cash flow forecasts supporting impairment reviews and other asset valuations?
Examples of disclosure

Hilton Food Group plc outline how the identified risks and opportunities associated with climate change have been factored into their financial planning process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples of disclosure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hilton Food Group plc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How the identified risks and opportunities have been factored into financial planning process:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital expenditures/capital allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisitions and divestments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liabilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anglo American plc summarise their climate change policy within their discussion of one strategic objective.

Anglo American plc

Anglo American’s climate change policy articulates our commitment to five principles:

- Building internal agility and ensuring resilience to climate change
- Driving energy and carbon savings throughout our business
- Understanding and responding to the carbon life-cycle risks and opportunities of our products
- Developing and implementing collaborative solutions with our stakeholders
- Contributing our skills and knowledge to the development of responsible public policy.

National Grid plc explains how their response to climate risk impacts capital allocation through the use of carbon pricing.

National Grid plc

In our UK electricity business, carbon pricing now forms part of the information used to assess options and sanction our capex, and we will continue to roll out this approach across our business in 2019/20.

Premier Oil plc explained in their corporate responsibility section how they integrated carbon and climate-related risks into their overall enterprise risk management framework.

Premier Oil plc

We integrate carbon- and climate change-related risks into our overall enterprise risk management framework, where relevant. We recognise the potential physical risks that climate change poses to our operations.

These might include heightened storm risks and long-term sea level rises.

As part of our management of these risks, we undertake detailed meteorological and oceanographic impact assessments for all new projects during the design phase. These incorporate projections of rising sea levels and more frequent unpredictable weather events.

We also monitor the multiple corporate-level risks that climate change poses to the Company. Most notably, this includes the evolving fiscal and legislative response to climate change in our host countries.

The 2015 Paris Agreement reflects the commitment of the international community in this respect. Premier will continue to monitor the developing policy environment and to adapt our future carbon emissions strategy accordingly.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
3. Brexit

86% of companies discussed **Brexit** in their risk reporting...

25 companies identifying it as a principal risk in its own right...

...and 25 companies stating that it was not a ‘principal’ risk

---

**Factors noted within Brexit risk discussions**

- **Macroeconomic**: 62%
- **Tax**: 7%
- **Regulation and policy**: 43%
- **Customs tariffs**: 30%
- **Supply chain friction**: 43%
- **Labour mobility**: 34%

---

3 companies had already implemented changes to their business model...

5 others indicated that they expect to make a change
The United Kingdom’s exit from the European Union (‘Brexit’) continues to be an important issue for a large number of companies listed in the United Kingdom. Since the referendum result on 23 June 2016 to leave the European Union, investors have sought insight on the effects leaving the Union will have on companies. Below we discuss companies’ disclosures around Brexit.

For some companies, the effects of Brexit may change their operating model, for others the effects may be limited to the more general macroeconomic impacts. For the majority of companies surveyed, per their annual report disclosures, it seemed Brexit was not expected to bring about a change in their business model. That said, almost a third indicated that they are monitoring proceedings but have not yet concluded on whether or not there will be a change. Three companies had however, already implemented changes to their business model and five others indicated that they expect to make a change. These changes tended to involve the relocation of facilities into or out of the UK to ensure business continuity.

Perhaps disappointingly, disclosure of these changes was typically only found in the principal risks or viability sections of the annual report, rather than being incorporated into the main discussion of the strategy or business model. Presenting the information in this way may make it more difficult for users to understand how such changes would affect the strategy of a company in future.

It appears that the vast majority of companies are actively contemplating how Brexit will affect future operations, with 86% (2018: 71%) of companies discussing Brexit to some extent within the risk section. There was a great deal of variation in the detail and specificity of risks discussed. 25 companies specifically identified Brexit as a principal risk, although four of these entities’ risks were generic in nature. A further 36 companies addressed Brexit as part of one of more principal risks, as opposed to presenting a singular risk of Brexit in its own right. Interestingly a further 25 companies discussed Brexit risk, in some cases in extensive detail, but went on to conclude that the risks posed by Brexit were not ‘principal’ risks affecting the future operations of the business.

Where Brexit was discussed within the risks section of the annual report, some common areas were as shown on the graph opposite. The most common factor noted, by 62% of those discussing Brexit in the risk section of their narrative reporting, was the broader macroeconomic impact of the UK leaving the EU.

52 companies also made reference to Brexit as part of their corporate governance disclosures, typically setting out what the Board or committees had been doing as the situation continued to unfold. Specifically looking at the longer-term viability statement, only 16 companies specified Brexit-related assumptions as part of their future forecasting.

As expected, references to Brexit were not entirely limited to the front-half, however only a relatively small number of companies (34) mentioned Brexit in the financial statements. Ten companies made reference within their going concern disclosures and seven companies did so within their IAS 1 judgements and estimates disclosure. 13 companies included reference to Brexit within their impairment disclosures and eight mentioned it elsewhere in their financial statements. Such numbers perhaps appear low when compared to the 61 companies who included Brexit as either a principal risk or part of a principal risk, especially when coupled with the uncertainty of Brexit.

With an exit from the European Union on 31 October 2019 the current default at the time of writing, by December 2019 companies may well need to capture and quantify the immediate effects of Brexit on asset values, as well as the anticipated effects through the forward looking statements of Going Concern and Viability. Depending on how the situation evolves, companies should also monitor legal developments relating to corporate reporting, particularly in the case of a ‘No Deal’ Brexit. In such a scenario, although many changes might only take effect for periods commencing after the point of the UK’s exit from the European Union, others could need considering relatively soon after the point of exit.
4. Report structure and preliminary announcements

- Results were announced and reports approved on average **64 days** after year-end.
- 84% issued a results announcement based on audited financial statements.
- Average report length grew from **164 to 172** pages.
- 61% of reports comprised narrative content.
- 39% included financial statements.
- 14 companies mentioned how they had **regard to materiality** in their narrative reporting.
Results announcements
Ahead of publishing their ‘glossy’ annual reports, companies took an average of 64 days (2018: 66 days) following their year-end to announce their results to the market. 84% (2018: 88%) clearly made announcements based on financial statements where the audit had been completed, while only 11% had clearly not had their audit completed.

Unsurprisingly, on average the FTSE 350 companies in our survey were faster at reporting to the market, taking 59 days (2018: 59 days), compared to those outside the FTSE 350 taking 70 days (2018: 74 days). The fastest company to report took just 31 days.

Report length and composition
Annual reports continued to grow in length over the past year, with the average length rising from 164 pages to 172 pages. Despite a lack of new requirements coming into force for most of the reports we looked at, narrative reporting still increased in length by five pages to reach an average of 106 pages.

Financial statements also increased by three pages to reach an average of 66 pages – factors that likely contributed to this increase included the adoption of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers, plus increased information on the impending transition to IFRS 16 Leases. Further information on these new IFRSs is available in section 15. The average length of the audit report on companies’ consolidated financial statements (excluding any separate audit report on parent companies’ separate financial statements) rose from seven to eight pages.

Overall, the proportion of the report dedicated to narrative reporting, as opposed to the financial statements, remained constant compared to last year at 61%.

Materiality
Materiality is a concept relevant to narrative reporting as well as the preparation of financial statements. Although a company will typically have a diverse group of different stakeholders with varying interests, the FRC’s Guidance on the Strategic Report (the FRC’s Guidance) clarifies that the strategic report should contain information that is material to shareholders. Of course, which information is judged to be material will ultimately depend on a company’s particular set of circumstances.

14 companies (2018: 13) made reference to materiality in their narrative reporting, most commonly in connection with their corporate social responsibility information – in some cases making reference to the Global Reporting Initiative concept of materiality, which considers impacts on and decisions taken by stakeholders other than shareholders.

As discussed in sections 5 and 8, approximately a third of companies present a separate section of their strategic report dedicated to corporate social responsibility matters, with a similar number referring to separate sustainability reporting outside of the annual report. It is important to note that the annual report must ultimately ‘stand alone’ and that other information outside of it cannot be incorporated by cross-reference in order to meet the requirements for the annual report itself, where such information is material. Sustainability information that is material to shareholders should be incorporated into the relevant sections of an annual report, whether that be disclosure of the business model, strategy, risks or other information.

More generally, companies are subject to a wide variety of reporting requirements nowadays, not just in respect of their annual reports. Some companies included information in their annual reports that is required under other reporting obligations. It was unclear in some cases whether they were doing so because they felt it fulfilled a requirement to be included in their annual report as it was viewed as material to shareholders.

For example, 19 companies included some or all of the information required under the Modern Slavery Act in their annual report, with a further 56 including a cross-reference to other reporting in this regard. Such cross-references were typically provided as part of a company’s required annual report disclosures on human rights. Again, it is worth remembering that the annual report must ultimately ‘stand alone’ and contain all material required information.

Although it is not required to be included, 27 companies provided some information on their gender pay gap in their annual report. Another 30 companies provided a cross-reference to where further information on their gender pay gap could be found. Four companies, three of which were banks, went further still and provided some form of information on their ethnicity pay gap.
Directors’ remuneration

One area that often attracts interest from users of annual reports is information on executive pay. Companies are required to provide considerable amounts of information on directors' remuneration in their annual reports, with remuneration reports this year averaging 18 pages in length, consistent with the previous year. The shortest remuneration report was only three pages long (by a company outside the FTSE 350), whilst the longest was 34 pages long (by a company within the FTSE 100).

One of the three components of a remuneration report is the policy report, although companies are only required to include it in their annual report in the years when the remuneration policy is subject to shareholder approval (at least every three years). However, the majority (96 companies) either provided a summary or the full version of their policy regardless of whether changes were being proposed.

For periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019, quoted companies will need to provide the ratio of CEO pay to the average pay of their UK workforce. It was encouraging to see 22 companies disclosing at least some of the required information in this area ahead of the mandatory implementation date.

What to watch out for

Apply the new reporting requirements for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019 relating to CEO pay ratios and outcomes of long-term incentive plans.

Remember that the strategic report is only required to contain information material to shareholders and that the annual report should stand alone, i.e. include all the required material information.

FRC’s Communication Principles

• The strategic report should be fair, balanced and understandable.

• The strategic report should be clear and concise yet comprehensive.

• Where appropriate, information in the strategic report should have a forward-looking orientation.

• The strategic report should provide information that is entity-specific.

• The strategic report should highlight and explain linkages between pieces of information presented within the strategic report and in the annual report more broadly.

• The structure, presentation and content of the strategic report should be reviewed annually to ensure that it continues to meet its purpose and only contains information that is relevant.
5. Strategy and business model

How is the business model presented?

- 80% Narrative only
- 14% Combination of visual and narrative
- 4% No clear business model
- 2% Information resembling a business model but not clearly labelled

Which sources of value are presented in the business model?

Key resources and relationships not recognised in the financial statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Included in business model</th>
<th>Included elsewhere in strategic report</th>
<th>Not included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key sources of value recognised on balance sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Included in business model</th>
<th>Included elsewhere in strategic report</th>
<th>Not included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of those identifying <IR> capitals, which are referred to?

- Financial: 2019 74%, 2018 77%
- Intellectual: 2019 79%, 2018 74%
- Manufactured: 2019 53%, 2018 49%
- Human: 2019 97%, 2018 100%
- Social: 2019 84%, 2018 94%
- Natural: 2019 26%, 2018 31%

To what extent are broader ESG factors incorporated into the broader group strategy?

- 2019: No integration – a separate section only 11%, Partial integration of one or more factors 52%
- 2018: No integration – a separate section only 10%, Partial integration of one or more factors 38%

- 2019: No substantive ESG or CSR disclosures 0%
- 2018: No substantive ESG or CSR disclosures 20%
Compliance - positive trends

The strategy of a company is intrinsically linked to its purpose and business model. The purpose sets out a company’s vision and the strategy explains how the company intends to achieve it. The business model reflects both vision and strategy together with the company’s resources and activities, demonstrating how the directors create long term, sustainable value both for the organisation’s shareholders and for its wider stakeholders. Effective linkage of these components of the annual report is therefore essential to a clear understanding of how a business operates.

As one of the first sections of the annual report that investors will look at, the business model needs to articulate what the company does and the financial and non-financial resources and relationships it relies upon. 96 companies included a business model within the strategic report (2018: 94), although two of these companies did not label it as such. The remaining four companies made some reference to a ‘business model’ at various places in the annual report but did not present anything which could be clearly identified as such. 82 companies included within the business model a clear description of what the company does, an increase on 71 in 2018, with a further 17 explaining this elsewhere in the report (2018: 29), typically upfront in the summary pages.

The business model needs to be clear, concise and readily understandable. One way of achieving this is to present the information in a visual manner, making use of graphics to highlight key pieces of information. The most popular manner of presentation continues to be to use a combination of words and graphics, with 80 companies adopting this approach. In the majority of cases, where graphics were used, they clearly aided in understanding the business model.

As shown in the graph opposite, the majority of companies continue to describe as part of their business model key resources and relationships that support value generation, both those recognised on balance sheet and those not reflected in the financial statements. The FRC’s Guidance on the Strategic Report (the FRC’s Guidance) considers an understanding of sources of value to be of critical importance.

Of those companies identifying relationships and resources not recognised in their financial statements (such as employees, brand, customer relationships and natural resources) all but six set out how their key relationships and resources were maintained. Such an understanding was specifically identified by the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab as useful information for investors. For example, companies identifying their employees as key resources tended to talk about how they incentivise and motivate employees to perform and how they invest in training and development.

This type of discussion is particularly informative where companies disclose metrics used to measure success in maintaining or enhancing their key resources or relationships. In the case of employees, companies frequently refer to employee engagement surveys and other similar feedback mechanisms, or disclose the number of employees who have received training which will enable them to perform better. It is also helpful to demonstrate how the maintenance and enhancement of resources and relationships link into the strategy and impact value creation.

For example, Hollywood Bowl plc identified its employees as a key resource and a stakeholder. It implemented an internal management training programme and disclosed the number of employees to have completed that programme in the year. They also explained how employees were benefitting from training, the positive impacts this has on customers and how this fed into their strategy.
Although it is good to see companies making use of the <IR> notion of capitals to describe resources in the business model, there is potential for companies to make greater use of the <IR> Framework and its concepts. Only six companies stated that they have considered the Framework more generally in preparing their annual report.

Compliance – problem areas

Given the clear reliance on broader ESG factors in their business models, companies should ensure that these wider factors are taken into account, particularly at board level, when setting the company’s strategy. As shown in the graph opposite, although there has been some improvement in the number of companies including such elements in their description of strategy compared to last year, over a third continue to present a corporate social responsibility (CSR) section in their strategic report which is entirely separate from the strategy or business model. This brings into question whether broader ESG factors are taken into account when setting a company’s strategy. Although 79 companies incorporate off balance sheet resources in their business model, only 63 companies incorporate ESG into their strategy to some extent, suggesting there is still much to do to incorporate specific thinking around ESG into strategic-level planning and implementation. This might commonly include a strategic objective relating to the environment or employee matters.

A company’s strategy also depends on the market in which it operates; companies therefore need to explain their exposure to market trends, including the risks posed by and opportunities arising from doing business in those markets. 86% of companies (2018: 75%) clearly identified in their strategic report both risks and opportunities arising in the marketplace and discussed how they were applicable to the company. A further 7% (2018: 10%) clearly identified only the risks and 4% (2018: 12%) identified only the opportunities. Although 79 companies presented a separate market overview, these overviews did not always explain how market trends would result in risks and opportunities for the company itself. Instead many companies identifying risks and opportunities made this link to impact on the company within the broader strategic discussion.

Looking forward

With the new s172 statement and deeper consideration of engagement with wider stakeholders coming into play for 2019, companies now need to be considering how the directors’ decisions translate into value for investors and other stakeholders. The introduction of the separate s172 statement represents an excellent opportunity for businesses to revisit their business model and strategy disclosures. These disclosures can be used as a means of driving the discussion around how directors have performed their duties to promote the success of the company, considering all relevant stakeholders.

This broader approach to good business should be reflected in a company’s purpose, which needs to address the company’s reason for existence not only in terms of financial objectives but in respect of all stakeholders. As discussed further in section 1, 46 companies included a purpose statement along these lines, but this still leaves significant room for improvement. A good example is Anglo American plc, where the company’s purpose is set out as the driver for the company’s strategy, both of which incorporate financial and non-financial considerations. Meanwhile, the more insightful business models go beyond shareholder value creation by identifying who their other stakeholders are and setting out how value is created for each (see also section 7). St Modwen Properties plc offers a good example of how this information might be presented.

Beyond the UK focus on s172, regulators and policy-makers around the world are focusing more heavily on the need to consider broader ESG factors, in particular climate change.
As discussed further in section 2, climate change is likely to drive some of the most significant changes to businesses in our lifetimes. Despite this, just nine companies included consideration of climate change in their strategy, and no companies brought it directly into the business model. Typically, discussion of climate change, together with other ESG factors, continues to be relegated to a separate sustainability or CSR section of the strategic report, if it is even mentioned at all. Weir Group plc identified the potential impact climate change could have on its strategy and explained how it is responding to the challenges. With increasing regulator focus on the effects of climate change and other ESG factors on businesses, these challenges – and, in some cases, opportunities - need to be assessed at board level and reflected upfront in a company’s strategy and business model.

**What to watch out for**

- Consider whether it is clear how your company’s strategy and business model support its purpose.

- Challenge whether your business model clearly describes what the company does, how it does it and the value it generates for its stakeholders.

- Set out how key resources, relationships and other off-balance sheet sources of value creation identified in the business model are maintained and enhanced. In particular, explain how these are measured and benchmarked.

- Ensure that the discussion of market trends is balanced, including risks and challenges as well as opportunities.

- Challenge whether non-financial considerations, including ESG factors and, in particular, climate change, have been considered and are fully integrated into the company strategy and business model.

---

**Examples of disclosure**

Anglo American plc demonstrates clearly how their strategy supports the company’s purpose, incorporating financial and non-financial objectives.

---

St Modwen Properties plc identifies who their stakeholders are and sets out how value is created for each.

---

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
6. Stakeholders

There was an indication that the following s172 considerations were considered within the annual report:

- The interests of the company’s employees were considered: 92% (2019) vs 87% (2018)
- The impact of the company’s operations on the environment: 96% (2019) vs 97% (2018)
- The impact of the company’s operations on the community*: 76% (2019) vs 85% (2018)
- Fostering the company’s business relationships with customers: 87% (2019) vs 85% (2018)
- Fostering the company’s business relationships with suppliers: 73% (2019) vs 71% (2018)
- Desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct: 97% (2019) vs 95% (2018)

Of those companies in scope, which elements of the NFR Directive were identifiable?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social matters</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-bribery &amp; anti-corruption</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-bribery &amp; anti-corruption</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*2018 comparatives combined community and environment

Of companies in scope provided a separate non-financial information statement: 64%
**Compliance - positive trends**

Stakeholder relationships are an integral part of any company’s business model. It is important that boards identify and engage with the company’s key stakeholders in order to understand its dependency on those stakeholders and, in turn, the impact the company has on those stakeholders. The FRC’s Lab identified value created for stakeholders (other than shareholders) that supports economic value generation as being a key part of the business model that investors want disclosed.⁹

97 companies (2018: 94) identified stakeholders other than investors and, as the graphic opposite shows, with the most common ‘other’ stakeholders being employees and customers.

Stakeholder engagement is key to translate stakeholder needs into company goals and to inform both strategy and the business model. There was no legal requirement to disclose detail around stakeholder engagement in the reports being surveyed this year but, as discussed later in this section, this is set to change with the Companies (Miscellaneous reporting) Regulations 2018. From 1 January 2019 companies need to include a s172 statement in the strategic report and two additional disclosures in the directors’ report: one relating to engagement with employees and one relating to engagement with suppliers and customers (see the Regulatory Overview in Appendix 4).

90 companies described their engagement with employees, which was mostly through employee engagement surveys, while 64 described how they engaged with customers. 43% of companies identifying suppliers as a key stakeholder described how they engaged with them, while 34 companies described their engagement with other stakeholders (such as regulators, local communities and operational partners). The most insightful disclosures around engagement were those that presented the full picture: identifying each stakeholder group, describing their engagement with each, what the subject of engagement was, explaining why this was relevant or how it linked to strategy and then summarising any responses to the engagement.

Insight from engagement activities then needs to find its way back to the boardroom, the board needs to react to this feedback, develop high level intentions and translate them into more precise policies for the company (see below for NFR directive disclosures). Looking at the strategic report, where discussions on strategy and business model tend to reside, there was little evidence to suggest that stakeholder feedback had any impact on Board decision-making. Just over a quarter of companies described, in their strategic report, the outcome of an engagement activity with stakeholders other than investors and what they had done differently as a result. Nearly all of the descriptions of outcomes were in response to employee or customer feedback. One example was feedback and an idea from an employee resulting in an operational change to reduce water consumption and save over $1m. One other company carried out a “Positive Impact Plan” in response to feedback from colleagues, customers, suppliers and external stakeholders, involving an entire overhaul of branding, image, culture and values.

Turning to the corporate governance disclosures provided by companies, which often provide further insight into Board level activity, a similar proportion (32%) provided a clear explanation of the way that the Board took broader stakeholders into account.
Compliance – problem areas

87 companies surveyed fell within the scope of the NFR Directive, which requires companies to disclose in their strategic report certain information about five areas: environmental matters, employees, social matters, respect for human rights, and anti-corruption and anti-bribery matters. Principal risks (see section 9) and non-financial KPIs (see section 7) relating to these areas are required to be disclosed, as well as a description of policies relating to these matters, due diligence over those policies and the outcome of the policies.

The NFR Directive is an opportunity for companies to challenge their existing disclosure in the strategic report and focus on meaningful information on how they relate to their stakeholders. However, given the overlap with the previous requirements of the strategic report, it appeared that many companies either thought they had already addressed the matters, or solely tinkered around the edges.

The FRC’s Guidance has confirmed that companies are expected to provide a separate “non-financial information statement” (NFI statement) in the strategic report. This statement should either contain the information required by the NFR Directive or it should provide cross-references to where the required information can be found elsewhere in the report. Given the overlap between the information required under the NFR Directive and other requirements for disclosures within the strategic report and other parts of the annual report, companies are encouraged to integrate the information throughout the strategic report to ‘tell their story’ in a more holistic manner, and provide cross-references from the NFI statement to avoid duplication.

Including a separate statement makes clear that the NFR Directive has been taken on board, and also helps in making sure all the relevant criteria are met. It was disappointing to see only 56 of the 87 companies in scope produced a separate NFI statement. It appeared there was some confusion about where this statement should be included, with a number appearing in the directors’ report. Anglo American plc included their NFI statement upfront on page 1 of their strategic report with a cross reference to where further information can be found; the majority of the other companies included the statement in a separate corporate, social and responsibility (CSR) discussion.

Most companies that did provide a non-financial information statement used a tabular approach, providing a summary of the requirements and cross references to where the relevant information was disclosed in the annual report. The usefulness of these statements varied widely. Some were incomplete with requirements being missed, some cross-references were to information that didn’t seem to fulfil the requirements (particularly in the case of due diligence) and for some it wasn’t always clear what their policies were, instead referring to intentions, objectives or aims without further clarification.

Nearly half of the NFI statements clearly identified policies (whether simply named or else described), but often no link was made to any other text to demonstrate how they had been applied and the outcome of the policy. Others named a policy in their statement but noted that the policy was not available externally and did not seem to go on to describe it. Morgan Sindall Group plc was one of the few companies which included the detail of due diligence and outcomes within their statement.

If a company does not pursue policies in relation to any of the NFR Directive matters, it must provide a clear and reasoned explanation for the company’s not doing so. Provision of such explanations was rare in practice, with only four companies doing so in relation to the environment, one for employees, four for social matters and six for human rights. Evraz plc was one of a handful of companies for whom a description of a policy was identifiable across every element of the NFR Directive.

Despite the difficulties in identifying specific policy descriptions, all companies discussed the environment and employees to some extent. There was an increase in the number of companies discussing the other elements (social matters, anti-bribery and human rights), including those companies out of scope of the NFR Directive. 97% of companies in scope (2018: 83%) described or named a policy on anti-bribery and anti-corruption, while 83% of companies in scope (2018: 70%) described or named a policy on human rights. These policies were much easier to identify than those of the other elements primarily because of the specific terminology used, but also possibly because some of these are matters which are not required to be disclosed specifically by other regulation and so could be easier for preparers to draft from scratch and ‘drop in’ to the report.
The area of most difficulty continued to be disclosure of social matters, possibly because it is not defined in law and can be more widely interpreted than the other elements. Many more companies than last year clearly named or described a social policy, however this still only totalled 51% (2018: 33%). For those industries where social capital is naturally significant in their business model, identifying and describing social policies is relatively straightforward. For example, mining and extractive companies often have a significant impact on the local communities where they operate and similarly are dependent on those communities as a workforce; companies delivering food and beverage products have a significant responsibility to broader society (the end consumer) with regard to the health of the population and food safety.

Many companies include a lot of information about their interaction with local communities, most commonly their charitable fundraising efforts, although it could be questioned whether such detail is always material in the context of the annual report. For those where there was not clear linkage to strategy or business model, it raised the question of whether these descriptions related to how their operations impact or create value for the community, or whether they were solely philanthropic acts.

Clear descriptions of due diligence processes in pursuance of the relevant policies also remains a challenge. However, there was a marked increase in the number of companies reporting on these processes across all five areas. Due diligence was addressed in relation to about half those policies disclosed for the environment and employees. However, just over 30% of those companies disclosing a policy for social matters and anti-bribery included any due diligence and just over 40% did for human rights. Not discussing the due diligence processes raises a question as to how the board gets comfortable that the policy is being adhered to.

Overall the level of detail provided varied from vague to extensive, and the extent of the due diligence ranged from internal reviews and internal audit to external assurance. For environmental policies, due diligence was often a review (either internal or external) or audit over GHG emissions or an ISO 14001 certification for some or all operating sites. Employee policies often included health and safety policies, with due diligence commonly being the monitoring of key safety metrics, internal safety audits of operating sites or ISO 14001 or OHSAS 18001 certification. Due diligence over social policies varied due to the differing nature of the policies between companies, but often board review of a relevant metric was noted. For anti-bribery and anti-corruption policies, due diligence was predominantly review by internal audit, with some companies referring to externally-managed whistleblowing hotlines. Human rights policies tended to focus on supply chain and due diligence was often carried out by internal audit.

Disclosure around outcomes of policies continued to vary. For environmental and employee matters, these were often metrics and the level of disclosure had improved on prior year, with over half of those in scope providing outcomes for their environmental policies and nearly two thirds for employee policies. For the other NFR Directive elements, where outcomes could be quantified in a metric (such as number of calls to a whistleblowing hotline), these were provided; in other cases it was a statement of negative assurance indicating that the processes in place had not identified any instances of activities out of line with the company policies.
Looking forward

There continues to be increased focus by investors, government, regulators and the media around directors’ responsibilities under s172 of the Companies Act, specifically their duty to promote the long term success of the company taking into regard the impact on a broad group of stakeholders such as employees, customers, suppliers, the environment and community. This is because they are important to a company’s sustainable long-term success and the contribution it makes to wider society (see section 8). Indeed, from 1st January 2019 new regulations require large companies to include:

- a standalone statement in their strategic report explaining how the directors have carried out their duty under s172. BEIS has indicated this is likely to include the issues, factors and stakeholders the directors have taken into account; the methods of engagement; and the effect this has had on company decisions and strategies;

- more information in their directors’ report on the need to foster business relationships with suppliers, customers and others (and taken this into account in making principal decisions); and

- an explanation in their directors’ report of how they have engaged with employees and had regard to their interests (and how this has been taken into account in making principal decisions).

Section 172 itself is not new, so for some companies this new reporting requirement will not require a significant change in the way they operate. However, the requirement to report on how it has been met this coming year may refocus minds and prompt companies to reflect on and strengthen their approach to this responsibility. Done well, the Section 172(1) Statement (‘s172 statement’) represents an opportunity for companies to show the complexity and thoughtfulness of business leaders in the exercise of their duties.

No company produced a full s172 statement this year, although eight (2018: nine) companies referred to s172 in their strategic report, of which five (2018: eight) then went on to provide a further comment to allow shareholders to get an indication of how the directors have performed their duty. A further 23 companies referred to s172 in their corporate governance statement. Given the new reporting requirements relate to directors’ activities it isn’t surprising that some are choosing to talk about this in their corporate governance reports.

The requirements of the strategic report, NFI Statement, directors’ report and reporting on application of the Code, particularly in respect of stakeholder engagement, are becoming ever more connected, and even overlap in places. It is important that where a disclosure is included in a location other than the one where it is required (in order to enable a holistic story to be told and avoid repetition), that clear cross-references are included.

LSL Property Services plc noted in both their strategic report and Corporate Governance statement that they have been implementing improvements to reflect best practice set out in the joint guidance issued by the Investment Association and ICSA in relation to stakeholder engagement and the Guidance on directors’ duties: Section 172 and stakeholder considerations issued by the GC100. As can be seen from the graph on the previous page, companies are discussing some aspects of s172 in their strategic report in some way, although not necessarily through the lens of explaining how directors themselves were involved, the impact on board decisions or to the level of detail which will now be required. These aspects will need to be borne in mind when preparing the new disclosures. Section 172 sets out the matters directors should have regard to in fulfilling their duty (indicated in **bold** in the following paragraphs).
Most included some meaningful commentary on the **impact of the company’s operations on the environment** beyond the statutory requirement to disclose GHG emissions, with many companies focusing on energy and resource efficiency. 31 companies from across the FTSE went beyond what is required and disclosed their ‘scope 3’ GHG emissions, as well as the required scopes 1 and 2, although it was not always clear what was driving this extended disclosure (such as being material to the business model or strategy, or stakeholder pressure).

New Energy and Carbon Regulations effective for periods beginning on or after 1 April 2019 (see Appendix 4) will require quoted companies to disclose energy consumed and any steps taken to increase the company’s energy efficiency during the period. 17 companies already disclose energy usage information and 39 discuss energy efficiency measures (ten of these discuss both). Cobham plc disclosed all of the information required under the new regulations within its directors’ report, explicitly referring to the new requirements.

Unsurprisingly nearly all those with employees discussed how employees’ interests were considered in some way. For some companies the reference to gender pay gap reporting (see section 4), and other employee performance metrics (see section 7) in some cases evidenced how **employee interests** are taken into account. Informa Plc included a case study in their Chairman’s introduction highlighting how the board factored into their decision making the views of colleagues when considering a business acquisition and how it is subsequently being integrated into the existing group, stating that the “impact on colleagues and our culture was at the foremost of our minds”.

86% provided evidence of **fostering relationships with customers** such as engaging with clients to understand their changing needs through surveys, workshops or meetings and monitoring Net Promotor Score (a common proxy for gauging customer satisfaction). In some cases companies gave an indication of what the effect this engagement had by explaining how the business model or product mix had evolved in response to this feedback.

Only 76 discussed the **impact of the company’s operations on the community**. Discussions ranged from investing in local infrastructure to recognising that relations with the community could be a principal risk and how this was being mitigated. Anglo American plc discussed their use of a ground-breaking ‘dialogue table’ that was developed with host communities and was used to agree long-term social and environmental commitments.

66% of companies who identified **suppliers as a key stakeholder provided evidence of fostering their relationships with them**. Examples included ensuring policies in respect of human rights are adhered to throughout the supply chain, including creditor days as a KPI, discussing aspects of their payment practices reporting (mandatory reporting required outside of the annual report), hosting supply chain forums and acquiring certification to ISO44001 ‘Collaborative Business Relationships Management System’. Going forward directors will need to build on these examples and explain how they have engaged with suppliers (as discussed above) and how the outcome of that engagement was taken into account when making principal decisions.

Stakeholder relationships are not limited to those specifically identified in s172. Companies are encouraged to consider all relevant stakeholders in making the s172 statement, such as pension schemes, pensioners, regulators and their entire workforce. It was pleasing to see a number of companies discuss other stakeholder relationships not directly referred to in s172.

Section 172 is broader than stakeholder engagement as it talks about the impact of decisions in the long-term, high standards of business conduct and acknowledging the need to act fairly between members of the company.
The FRC’s Guidance points out that capital allocation and dividend policy decisions are likely to have a particular impact on the long-term prospects of the business and will demonstrate how well the board is considering the likely long-term consequences of their decisions. See section 8 for details of how companies are responding to investor calls for more transparency on this.

89 companies disclosed clearly how they want to maintain their reputation for high standards of business conduct. This included discussion throughout the strategic report conveying the importance of earning a license to operate (see Lonmin Plc for an example of what this means to them), as well as potential damage to reputation often being mentioned in the discussion of principal risks.

Only a small proportion of companies discussed in their strategic report how they act fairly between members of the company - more discussed this in their corporate governance reports. It was usually demonstrated through the description of shareholder engagement explaining how the views of shareholders are taken account of outside of the AGM.

With increased pressure from investors for companies to recognise the impact of broader ESG factors on how they do business, effective stakeholder engagement and consideration of their views in the boardroom is vital if value is to be created in a responsible way.

What to watch out for

- Ensure processes are in place to enable the Board to provide the required information for the new s172 statement.
- Make sure that the newly required s172 statement is included in the strategic report for accounting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019.
- Discuss how stakeholder engagement affected the board’s decision-making.
- Consider whether policies and practices that address matters covered by s172 and the NFR Directive can withstand close public scrutiny.
- Look again at the requirements of the NFR Directive to make sure that not only the relevant policies are clearly identified, but due diligence and outcomes from those policies are also discussed. Where there is no policy in place, this must be explained.
- Remember to include a separate non-financial information statement in the strategic report and, where necessary, clear referencing to other parts of the annual report where the required content is covered. This is consistent with the approach required for the s172 statement.
- Think about how to link information on stakeholder engagement in the strategic report with the governance statement given it is likely these matters are relevant to both.
Examples of disclosure

National Grid plc was one of the few companies that referred to s172 in its strategic report. This linked to the corporate governance statement that described stakeholder engagement and provided examples of how the directors took into account feedback from stakeholders in their decision making.

### National Grid plc

**Directors’ duties**

In our effort to balance the relationship between National Grid and our key stakeholder groups, the Board has taken into consideration Financial Reporting Council guidance. We continue to be mindful of the need to create value. By considering our purpose, vision and values together with our strategic priorities, we balance outcomes for our suppliers, communities, employees, regulators and customers alongside long-term sustainable growth for our investors.

The Board, advised by the Group General Counsel & Company Secretary of our duty under section 172, determines the impact of our decisions on all stakeholders.

**Further reading**

Board engagement with stakeholders – pages 54 – 55

---

### Stakeholder engagement and the Board’s duty

The role and effectiveness of the Board are essential in a successfully run company. During the year, we discussed the Board’s duty under section 172 of the Companies Act 2006, with a significant focus on reviewing and mapping out our key stakeholder groups and discussing the Board’s current level of engagement and incorporation of its views into decision-making. Our discussions around RIIO-T2, the Massachusetts gas labour dispute and workforce contingency plan, the Hinkley-Seabank Connection Project and our Business Plan are examples of how the Board has had regard to its duty under section 172, including ensuring we had regard for the interests of key stakeholders and the likely consequences of any decisions in the long term. You can read more about who our key stakeholders are and how they have influenced key decision-making on pages 54 – 55.
Mears Plc identified their six key stakeholder groups, summarised how they have engaged with each in the year and explained the relevance of this to their business model and strategy.

The Weir Group PLC identified their five key stakeholder groups, summarised how they engaged with them, what their stakeholders care about most and how the company has responded.
Evraz plc included their non-financial information statement in tabular format, summarising its approach to each element and cross-referencing to the description of the policy, related KPIs and principal risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>The Group’s approach and policies</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Related KPIs</th>
<th>Related principal risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Environment             | Steel and mining production carry a high risk of environmental impact and incidents related to its production processes. That is why EVRAZ pays the closest attention to environmental matters in order to prevent or minimise any adverse impacts. | EVRAZ HSE Policy Code of Business Conduct | The HSE Committee adopted new five-year environmental targets:  
• Decreasing their water consumption by 10%  
• Recycling 95% of non-mining waste per year  
• Maintaining the greenhouse gas intensity ratio below 2 tonnes of carbon dioxide (CO₂) equivalent (tCO₂e) per tonne of steel cast | HSE: environmental aspects See page 37 |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 | LTI/FR (per 1 million hours)                                               |                                     |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 | Labour productivity, steel (tonnes per person)                             |                                     |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 | HSE: health and safety See page 37                                         |                                     |
| Employees               | EVRAZ strictly complies with national labour laws and best practices of business ethics concerning employee management. Discrimination related to a person’s race, ethnic origin, gender, religion, political views, nationality, age, sexual orientation, etc. is totally unacceptable throughout the Group, as well as at its subcontractors and suppliers. Due to industry-specific issues, EVRAZ employees and contractors face safety and health risks. Providing a safe working environment is one of the Group’s main core values. | EVRAZ HSE Policy Code of Business Conduct | Fulfilment of the Group’s social obligations towards its employees, which were fixed in the collective agreements. Interaction with local communities in the regions of the Group’s presence during the implementation of various CSR related projects. | Global economic factors, industry conditions and cyclicity Business interruption See pages 36-37 |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 | Zero tolerance to violation.                                               | None of EVRAZ current principal risks relate to the aspects of human rights |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 | Zero tolerance to violation.                                               |                                     |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 | Zero tolerance to violation.                                               |                                     |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 | Zero tolerance to violation.                                               |                                     |
| Social policy           | EVRAZ strives to make a meaningful contribution to local communities and to support communities wherever it operates. The Group supports infrastructure, sport, education and cultural programmes with an aim to improve the quality of life in local communities. | Social Investments Guidelines   |                                                                              |                                     |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 |                                                                              |                                     |
| Respect for human rights| EVRAZ undertakings are based on internationally recognised standards and respect for all human rights. Child labour, bonded labour, human trafficking and other forms of slavery are strictly prohibited at all Group subsidiaries and their suppliers. EVRAZ rules also prohibit abusive, harassing, discriminatory, degrading or aggressive speech or conduct. | Code of Business Conduct Modern Slavery Transparency Statement |                                                                              | Global economic factors, industry conditions and cyclicity Business interruption See pages 36-37 |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 |                                                                              |                                     |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 |                                                                              |                                     |
|                         |                                                                                                 |                                 |                                                                              |                                     |
| Anti-corruption and anti-bribery | In accordance with the Group’s policies and procedures, compliance managers scrutinise tender procedures, check potential and existing business partners, vet prospective new candidates, and ensure that the principles set forth in the EVRAZ Anti-corruption Policy and Code of Business Conduct are adhered to throughout its operations. | Code of Business Conduct EVRAZ Anti-Corruption Policy:  
• Anti-corruption training policy  
• Sponsorship and charity policy  
• Gifts and business entertainment policy  
• Candidate background and criminal record checks  
• Conflict of interest policy  
• Contractor/supplier due diligence checks  
EVRAZ Rules on Securities Dealings | Zero tolerance to violation. | None of EVRAZ current principal risks relate to the aspects of anti-corruption. |

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
7. Alternative performance measures and KPIs

93 companies presented APMs in an up-front highlights section, with 88 including an adjusted measure of profitability.

Those presenting KPIs included an average of 6 financial and 4 non-financial measures.

63 chairman’s statements and 78 chief executives’ statements contained APMs.

66 companies presented an adjusted profit measure on the face of their income statement.

Types of metrics where non-financial KPIs presented

- Customer related: 37%
- Employee related: 57%
- Health and safety: 54%
- Environmental (excluding GHG): 17%
- GHG/carbon footprint: 33%
- Other: 64%

Number of companies (out of 100) stripping items out when presenting adjusted measures in the income statement

- IFRS 2 expense: 7
- Foreign exchange movements: 2
- Provisions: 13
- Acquisition (IFRS 3) costs: 28
- Amortisation of intangibles: 2
- IAS 39/IFRS 9 related items: 35
- IAS 39/IFRS 9 impairment: 28
- Disposal of non-current assets: 19
- Restructuring/reorganisations: 21
- Sale or termination of operations: 47
- Other: 47
Alternative performance measures (APMs) continue to be a common feature of UK companies’ annual reports, with many believing that they serve a useful purpose in telling a company’s story. ESMA’s Guidelines on the use of APMs, together with FRC messaging provide the framework for companies to follow in using APMs in narrative reporting. The FRC has also published statements addressing non-GAAP measures presented in the financial statements. It is worth highlighting that concerns surrounding APMs were the second most commonly raised substantive issue by the FRC in their 2017/18 monitoring activity.

APMs in narrative reporting
93% of companies (2018: 96%) included APMs in their up-front summary/highlights pages in the annual report. The ESMA Guidelines require APMs to be reconciled to the most directly comparable amount appearing in the financial statements and the reason the APMs are useful should also be provided.

The table below summarises our findings in this regard for some of the most common metrics, indicating the number of companies out of 100 surveyed. Areas noted for improvement included providing an explanation for including ‘net debt’ metrics and, as noted by the FRC, the quality of the explanation in other instances. Across all of the metrics below, where explanations for including the metrics were provided the majority were unfortunately relatively generic in nature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusion in summary/highlights</th>
<th>Amount is in or reconciled to financial statements</th>
<th>Reason for inclusion provided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted profit measure(s)</td>
<td>88 (2018: 87)</td>
<td>86*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted sales measure(s)</td>
<td>32 (2018: 31)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net debt</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio indicating shareholder return</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free cash flow</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This includes five companies that only reconciled some of the alternative profit measures they had presented.

One key requirement of the ESMA Guidelines is that APMs should not be given greater prominence than associated IFRS measures in the financial statements (which should also be provided). Of those companies providing adjusted sales measures in their highlights section, 84% also provided the IFRS revenue number.

Continuing with the prominence theme, encouragingly, 90% of those providing adjusted measures of profit in their highlights section also gave at least one IFRS measure of profitability. It did however seem as though companies may sometimes have struggled to identify an associated measure of profitability for all their various profit APMs, with some just providing the ‘bottom line’ profit figure per the financial statements.

Where companies had provided an associated IFRS profit measure in their highlights section, pleasingly only a minority appeared open to challenge in terms of giving undue prominence to their profit APMs through the use of graphs, differing font sizes and similar factors.

Moving on to the Chairman’s statement, 63 contained APMs, with 52 including adjusted profit measures. In contrast to the above findings, 21 of the 52 providing adjusted profit measures failed to mention any IFRS measure of profit, which given the prominence of Chairmen’s statements could be open to challenge. A further four companies also appeared open to challenge in terms of the prominence given to such APMs, for example pulling out adjusted measures as headlines in large font or displaying them in graphs, without doing the same for IFRS measures.

19 Chairmen’s statements included adjusted sales measures, with eight failing to give the IFRS measure of revenue.

It was a similar story in Chief Executives’ statements, with 78 including APMs, of which 67 included adjusted profit measures and 24 of those failed to give an IFRS measure of profit. Six of those providing IFRS profit measures appeared open to challenge in terms of the prominence given to profit APMs when considering the use of graphs, bold or larger fonts and similar. 27 included adjusted sales measures, with eight failing to give the IFRS revenue figure but, aside from failure to provide associated IFRS measures, just one company appeared open to challenge in terms of the APMs’ prominence.
One increasingly common practice, adopted by 50% (2018: 46%), is to provide a dedicated appendix or similar for APMs used in the annual report, typically defining how the measures are calculated and why they are regarded as useful.

Given the judgement involved in using APMs and the scrutiny that they came under, it came as no surprise that 35 companies made clear that the audit committee had considered issues regarding the use of alternative performance measures, including the identification of ‘exceptional’ items or similar in the financial statements.

Key performance indicators
92 companies (2018: 90) clearly identified their key performance indicators (KPIs), of which 86 (2018: 89) included one or more APMs. The FRC’s Guidance on the Strategic Report (the FRC’s Guidance) calls for disclosure where there is a change to KPIs – 83 of those disclosing KPIs were silent as to whether there had been any changes to their KPIs, perhaps implying that there had been no changes. The FRC’s Guidance also suggests that companies could discuss performance by reference to targets – only seven companies included targets for all of their KPIs, with most not providing any targets.

Of those companies identifying KPIs, there was an average of six financial KPIs (2018: six) and four non-financial KPIs (2018: three). On average, companies included three of their financial KPIs and one of their non-financial KPIs in their up-front highlights pages in the annual report, in some cases calling into question whether all the KPIs really were ‘key’.

In a similar fashion, only 36 companies clearly linked all of their KPIs through to the company’s strategy, evidencing the relevance of the metrics. A further 22 companies linked some of their KPIs and the remaining 32 companies disclosing KPIs didn’t link any of those measures through to their strategy.

As discussed in section 8, investors are increasingly acknowledging the value of non-financial factors when considering a company’s ability to generate sustainable value. It appears that different companies sometimes have different views as to what constitutes ‘financial’ vs ‘non-financial. The most common types of non-financial KPIs are as illustrated in the graph above.

APMs in financial statements
66 companies (2018: 68) presented adjusted measures of profitability on the face of their income statement, often through use of additional columns. Companies adopting such an approach should look out for the IASB’s exposure draft on their primary statements project, due before the end of the year, since the IASB are considering prohibiting the use of such columns.

The FRC has repeatedly called for appropriate terminology to be used in describing items being ‘stripped out’ in order to produce adjusted measures. 48 companies used a collective term of some sort and, as in previous years, the most popular term was ‘exceptional items’, which was used by 23 companies. Care should be taken to ensure that such a term is not misleading.

Given most companies in our survey had adopted IFRSs 9 and 15 for the first time (see section 15) it was perhaps surprising that only 14 companies gave some explanation of how new IFRSs had impacted their APMs - something which the FRC and ESMA have both called for in the past. Given the significant impact IFRS 16 has on many companies, this number might be expected to rise in the year ahead.

Another disclosure expected by regulators and users alike is an accounting policy explaining the use of exceptional items and similar non-GAAP measures in the financial statements. 53 companies were seen to provide such disclosure, although, as with the explanations described above, some were rather generic in nature.
What to watch out for

- Ensure that APMs are not given greater prominence than associated measures in the financial statements. For example in the Chairman’s and the Chief Executive’s statements.

- Provide meaningful explanations as to why APMs are included and why they are regarded as useful.

- Identify whether KPIs are omitted from up-front highlights and if so assess whether they really are ‘key’ performance indicators.

- Assess whether appropriate non-financial KPIs have been identified and whether the link to the company’s strategy is clear.

- Consider Standards issued by the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) in November 2018. The Standards suggest measures that could be used to measure key environmental, social and governance (ESG) dependencies.

- Describe the impact of new IFRSs, including IFRS 16, on APMs.

Examples of disclosure

St Modwen Properties PLC provided disclosure explaining why industry-recognised APMs were regarded as useful and why adjustments had been made to one of those measures.

Acacia Mining PLC set out how their KPIs were relevant to different parts of their strategy and how they were linked to directors’ remuneration, as set out below.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
8. Long term value creation

Was value creation for stakeholders other than investors discussed?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Discussed in qualitative terms</th>
<th>Discussed and quantified</th>
<th>Not discussed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Companies refer to the UN's Sustainable Development Goals

Companies refer to assurance over non-financial information disclosed
The success of a company is dependent on its ability to generate and preserve value over the longer term and the strategic report needs to reflect this throughout. A company’s purpose sets out the broad types of value the company strives to create and, as discussed in section 5, the strategy and business model are central to demonstrating how a company uses its resources to create value both for its shareholders and other key stakeholders. Other areas, such as discussion of principal risks and uncertainties (see section 9) or market trends, help to highlight how external factors may create or erode value. Long-term value creation and preservation is therefore a key consideration for almost all areas of the strategic report and provides a common thread by which the narrative reporting may be drawn together.

The use of KPIs and alternative performance measures in discussing the company’s long-term value creation is considered separately in section 7. However, these have historically tended to focus on value creation for investors. In describing, measuring and monitoring a company’s ability to generate and preserve value over the long term, the consideration of broader stakeholders is essential if investors are to have a full understanding of the business, and this is an area where companies continue to improve overall. As set out in section 6, 97 companies identified in their strategic report their broader key stakeholders. And, as shown in the graph opposite, 85 companies discussed the value created for at least one type of stakeholder other than investors, compared to 76 in 2018, although the majority did not quantify the value created.

Companies that did quantify value creation for other stakeholders did not always do so for all stakeholders identified. Most commonly quantification tended to be in relation to employees, where companies typically disclosed numerical information such as the number of training hours received or the number of internal promotions. Quantified value creation for other stakeholders included examples such as working capital extended to customers as part of their credit terms, time spent on community initiatives and number of apprentices hired from the local community. National Grid plc discussed how they have begun work on assessing total societal impact with the aim of identifying metrics to measure their broader contribution in a meaningful way.

Five companies attempted to give some idea of how total value generated has been allocated between stakeholders. For example, Acacia Mining plc used bar charts to set out a) how value has been distributed to international suppliers, local suppliers, tax authorities and employees, and b) how much capital is available for reinvestment in the group in comparison to amounts set aside for dividends and financing borrowings.

In terms of returns to shareholders, 70 companies were disclosing their dividend policy, with 48 of those companies making clear what it meant in practice (reflecting recommendations of the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab). Eighteen companies disclosed potential restrictions that could prevent them from paying dividends but only nine companies linked their discussion of dividend policy to their discussion of principal risks and uncertainties. Similarly, only 13 companies linked dividend policy disclosures and their viability statements, although slightly more (28) companies linked dividend policy to their strategy or business model.

Many investors are keen to have insights into the level of distributable profits a company has, from which dividends can be paid. 26 companies (2018: 32) explicitly disclosed a ‘single figure’ for their level of distributable profits, with a further 14 (2018: four) instead describing which of their equity reserves were distributable. Only five companies indicated that directors were mindful of the requirement to consider the availability of distributable profits at the time a dividend is paid, i.e. not just by reference to the balance sheet date of the ‘relevant accounts’.
The board-level decisions made around allocation of capital, including setting a dividend policy, are an example in the FRC’s Guidance which companies may wish to refer to in their s172 statement (see section 6). A number of companies explain how they plan to allocate capital going forward, although often this disclosure is relatively high-level or generic in nature and focuses on capital investment. In general, these disclosures tend to be qualitative rather than quantitative, although this is not always the case. For example, Weir Group plc committed to spending 2% of revenues on R&D investment in more innovative products for customers, even featuring this as a factor within its risk appetite statement. It is particularly helpful where companies discuss both the planned investment and the stakeholders for whom the investment will create value; Kingfisher plc set out its plans to 2020 and explained how these developments will help to create value for its customers and employees.

When looking forward, it is also useful for companies to explain how value will be created in the short term as well as in the long term. Seven companies (2018: eleven) did not appear to address how value is created in the short term, while 26 companies (2018: 21) focused on short term profits at the expense of discussing long-term strategy, growth and sustainability.

The forthcoming requirement to prepare a separate s172 statement should help users to understand better how directors have performed their duties to shareholders and wider stakeholders and in particular how directors have created and preserved value in the company. As discussed further in section 6, no company produced a full s172 statement this year, but there is some evidence that companies are thinking about this and starting to include enhanced disclosures in line with the new requirements. At this stage, however, the focus seems to be on describing engagement with stakeholders, rather than extending this to value creation. The s172 statement is discussed in more detail in section 6.

A commitment to doing business in a sustainable way – often set out in a company’s purpose as discussed in section 1 - can enhance the company’s reputation across stakeholder groups and reinforces the view that the company is aiming to create and preserve long-term value, not just in terms of financial gain but in terms of its wider impact. Almost a third of companies continue to refer to a separate sustainability report to address this area in more detail. However, in line with IOSCO’s reminder to issuers that ESG matters can be material financial reporting matters, investors are increasingly making use of non-financial information in their investment decisions. Companies may wish to reconsider whether they have struck the right balance on providing sustainability information in the annual report.

One way in which companies can approach their discussions of broader value creation is to use the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to help articulate the areas where they can have a positive impact. Just under a quarter of companies referred to the SDGs within the report. Often this was in a separate CSR section but the better examples integrated the SDGs throughout. The level of detail varied; some companies merely mentioned the SDGs, stating that they supported them or were committed to incorporating them in their long-term plans. Other companies set out the SDGs which they considered to be particularly relevant to the business, explained why they were relevant and gave examples of the actions taken by the company in each area.

G4S plc included a section which dealt with relevant SDGs in detail but also included case studies throughout the report demonstrating how it is acting on these SDGs to create sustainable value that goes beyond profit. IP Group plc identified six key SDGs that are most relevant to its business by mapping them to its various activities and explaining what actions it is taking in respect of each, together with the supporting case studies.
Because investors are increasingly considering non-financial information and metrics in making investment decisions, the perceived expectation gap - that the information in the strategic report is of equal quality to that included in the financial statements and subject to the same level of assurance – is becoming increasingly apparent. Traditionally many companies have sought limited assurance on their sustainability reports, but where this information is also used in the strategic report it is not always made clear what assurance, if any, has been obtained.

In general it remains relatively uncommon for companies to state that non-financial information has been assured, with 30 companies (2018: 25) making reference to assurance of non-financial or sustainability information provided. Of these, half obtained assurance over non-financial metrics, but in most cases the assurance standard used was not clearly stated. Intertek plc obtained limited assurance over its GHG emissions figures under ISAE 3000 and included the assurance report in the annual report.

**What to watch out for**

- Identify specific areas of value creation and quantify value created in the year.
- Check there is appropriate balance between discussion of value creation over both the long and the short term.
- Look at the FRC’s Guidance for ideas on how to explain capital allocation and dividend policy decisions as well as value created for broader stakeholders.
- Assess how the business creates and preserves value beyond pure profit and consider how best to bring this out in the strategic report.
- Challenge whether the information provided in the strategic report is truly “investor-grade” and consider whether additional assurance over material non-financial metrics and internal controls or processes should be introduced.
Examples of disclosure

Acacia Mining plc used bar charts to set out how value is distributed.

G4S plc made use of the UN’s SDGs throughout the annual report to demonstrate how it is creating long term, sustainable value beyond profit.
IP Group plc identified six key SDGs that are most relevant to its business by mapping them to its various activities and explaining what actions it is taking in respect of each.

National Grid plc discuss how they have begun work on assessing total societal impact with the aim of identifying metrics to measure their broader contribution in a meaningful way.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
9. Risks and opportunities

The number of principal risks ranged from 4 to 19 with an average of 10

27 Companies included a diagram indicating the impact and likelihood of each principal risk

48 Companies disclosed linkage between principal risks and strategy of the company

14 Companies clearly identified emerging risks, 10 of which were within the FTSE 350

Common principal risks

- Tax: 7% (FTSE 350), 16% (Other)
- Defined benefit pension: 14% (FTSE 350), 18% (Other)
- Inability to keep up with technological change: 27% (FTSE 350), 20% (Other)
- Cyber – Data protection etc: 61% (FTSE 350), 66% (Other)
- Cyber – Failure of IT systems: 59% (FTSE 350), 61% (Other)
- Cyber – crime/attack/threat: 71% (FTSE 350), 70% (Other)
- Workplace culture: 25% (FTSE 350), 20% (Other)
- Climate: 7% (FTSE 350), 0% (Other)
- Brexit: 23% (FTSE 350), 27% (Other)
Companies are required to disclose the principal risks and uncertainties which could affect their operations. Management must also explain their risk identification process and activities performed to comply with the Companies Act and the UK Corporate Governance Code. The NFR Directive, which became effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2017, expanded on this to require that non-financial information statements include any principal risks relating, as a minimum, to environmental matters, social and employee matters, respect for human rights and anti-corruption and anti-bribery matters. These disclosures must include, where relevant and proportionate, the company's business relationships, products or services which are likely to cause an adverse impact in those matters.

In late 2017 the FRC reporting lab (‘the Lab’) issued a report detailing information that investors are focused on and find most valuable in risk management disclosures.

In the current UK reporting landscape, two areas of business risk have been at the forefront of investor interest - the effects of climate change and Brexit uncertainty. As such, insights from our survey on these areas have been collated into sections 2 and 3 respectively.

### Compliance - positive trends

One area of investor interest highlighted by the Lab report, is how a company's risk profile has changed in the period. The trend noted in previous years of increasing numbers of companies outlining how each risk had changed in significance in the year appears to have plateaued, with 75% (2018: 76%) of reports surveyed disclosing the change to each risk. Interestingly 92% of the FTSE 350 companies surveyed included this information, whilst only 66% of those outside the FTSE 350 included an indication of how risks had changed in significance in the reporting period.

Whilst 72% (2018: 59%) of companies include some narrative on risk appetite, an increase on previous years, there continues to be wide diversity in practice with regard to the level of detail provided. 45 (2018: 22) companies provided a short generic statement, while nine (2018: ten) companies provided a detailed analysis of risk appetite for each principal risk identified. A further 18 (2018: 22) fell somewhere in between, providing more than just a short generic statement but not going to the lengths of setting out risk appetite on a risk-by-risk basis.

### Compliance – problem areas

Although companies have improved their reporting of the likelihood and possible impact of principal risks, as suggested by the FRC Guidance on risk management, there remains room for improvement. 33 companies (2018: 26) disclosed the likelihood of principal risks materialising. 32 (2018: 28) companies disclosed the magnitude of possible impacts of principal risks. Interestingly of the 29 companies that disclosed both likelihood and magnitude of principal risks, 27 companies (2018: 24) did so through use of a heat map or similar diagram. This, when provided with narrative disclosure, can be used as a succinct method of communicating compound aspects and allows the user to isolate easily which of the principal risks would be expected to have the largest impact on the business.

Linkage between principal risks and strategy continues to be one area where companies should look to improve. Only 48% (2018: 47%) of companies made clear linkage between their strategy and the principal risks faced in delivering that strategy.

Whilst the majority of companies continued to explain how risks are mitigated, in most annual reports it was unclear if risks were presented ‘net’ or ‘gross’ of mitigating activities. Per the Lab report, investors do not have a preference in this regard but they do want clarity as to which approach a company is adopting. Only four (2018: four) entities clearly presented risks on a gross basis and 15 (2018: eight) clearly did so on a net basis. Six (2018: four) entities clearly presented on both a gross and net basis, perhaps feeling it was helpful to provide insight into how effective their mitigation activities are thought to be.
Companies have also struggled to provide information required by the NFR Directive in terms of the company’s business relationships, products or services which are likely to cause an adverse impact on specific risk areas, at least where those are identified as principal risks. In terms of the risk categories referred to in the NFR Directive, by far the most commonly identified category of principal risk was employee-related risks (79 companies). Although a workforce is obviously an integral part of most businesses, it came as a slight surprise to see so many companies expressing this level of concern over, typically, employee retention. However, despite workplace culture being a hot topic, only 23 companies identified principal risks in this area.

Most companies provided insight on mitigating activities and how the risks are managed, which was already required prior to the NFR Directive becoming effective. However, less information tended to be provided when it came to the NFR Directive’s newly required information on business relationships, products and services which are likely to cause an adverse impact on the areas of risk identified.

Looking forward
The new UK Corporate Governance Code ‘the new Code’ is effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019. The new Code extends the requirement for the Board to undertake a robust assessment of ‘principal’ risks to also capture ‘emerging’ risks. Whilst the requirements of the new Code are not yet effective, 21 companies disclosed their process for assessing emerging risks. 14 companies specified what the emerging risks were - these were typically focused around Brexit and/or climate change matters.

Cybersecurity continues to dominate company risk registers with 71% (2018: 73%) of companies identifying cybercrime as a principal risk and 63% (2018: 54%) specifically identifying data protection as part of their principal risks. The WEF’s Global Risk Report identified cyber-attacks and data theft and fraud risks to be on the rise in terms of prevalence, potential disruption and financial loss and so it is encouraging to see companies making the above disclosures. Moreover, companies also gave consideration to different types of cyber risks, including the impact of system failures, which 60% (2018: 46%) also disclosed.

What to watch out for

- Consider whether the principal risk disclosures link with the viability statement, business model and strategy, so the annual report tells one story.
- Explain the likelihood and potential impact of principal risks.
- Consider the NFR Regulations’ requirements to describe activities that may have an adverse impact on the principal risks.
- Monitor developments in Brexit negotiations (see section 3) and climate change (see section 2), providing appropriate company specific information regarding any principal risks in these areas.
Examples of disclosure

Lookers plc provided a graphical representation of the likelihood and impact of all principal risks, and the
time period over which each risk would crystallise.

EnQuest PLC gave a good example of risk appetite information being specific to each risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK</th>
<th>APPETITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH, SAFETY &amp; ENVIRONMENT ('HSE')</td>
<td>The Group's principal aim is Safe Results with no harm to people and respect for the environment. Should operational results and safety ever come into conflict, employees have a responsibility to choose safety over operational results. Employees are empowered to stop operations for safety-related reasons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Group's desire is to maintain upper quartile HSE performance measured against suitable industry metrics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential impact – Medium (2017 Medium)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood – Low (2017 Low)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related KPIs – A, B, C, D, E, F, G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the Group has a positive and transparent relationship with the UK Health and Safety Executive and Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, and the Malaysian regulator, Malaysia Petroleum Management.

EnQuest's HSE Policy is now fully integrated across our operated sites and this has enabled an increased focus on Health, Safety and the Environment. There is a strong assurance programme in place to ensure EnQuest complies with its Policy and Principles and regulatory commitments.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
10. Viability

Only **16%** of companies clearly differentiated their discussion of future prospects within the viability statement.

**41%** discussed the risk and resilience of the business model within the viability statement.

**79%** included the longer term viability statement alongside the principal risks disclosures in the strategic report.

**17%** reported on a lookout period spanning more than three years.

**Number of companies using different lookout periods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lookout Period</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 years or less</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What qualifications or assumptions were disclosed?**

- **51%** disclosed the qualifications and assumptions underlying their assessment.
- **16%** disclosed assumptions relating to Brexit, compared to 1% last year.
Compliance - positive trends

This is the fourth year that companies have been required to provide a longer term viability statement as required by the UK Corporate Governance Code, Provision C.2.2 (in the 2018 Code this will be Provision 31).

There has been little change between the 2016 and the 2018 versions of the Code. The 2018 version reads:

Taking account of the company’s current position and principal risks, the board should explain in the annual report how it has assessed the prospects of the company, over what period it has done so and why it considers that period to be appropriate. The board should state whether it has a reasonable expectation that the company will be able to continue in operation and meet its liabilities as they fall due over the period of their assessment, drawing attention to any qualifications or assumptions as necessary.

In addition to the board’s statement that it has a reasonable expectation that the company will be able to continue in operation and meet its liabilities as they fall due, the viability statement should therefore include:

- An explanation of how the board has assessed the longer term prospects of the company
- The lookout period for the viability statement and why the board considers that period to be appropriate
- How the analysis of viability has been performed
- Any qualifications or assumptions as necessary

The decision making process and analysis underlying these statements is explored further in Governance in brief: Brexit and viability disclosures – a timely reminder. The trend is for most viability statements to be included in the strategic report, alongside the disclosure on principal risks, which is the location suggested by the FRC. 79% of companies included their statement in the strategic report this year (2018: 74%). This makes sense as the potential impact of the company’s principal risks is a key part of the directors’ assessment of longer term viability.

Encouragingly, only three companies this year included no explanation at all of the length of the lookout period they selected, down from seven in 2018. 82% justified the period based on their planning cycle. Other factors referenced to justify the length of the selected lookout period:

- 31% of companies discussed the nature of the business or its stage of development;
- 11% cited the periods over which they invest in the business; and
- 31% drew a comparison with another time horizon used in the annual report, for instance debt repayment or technology development periods.

96% of companies referred to the nature of the analysis they undertook to support the statement (2018: 91%). It is a requirement of the Code to report on how the directors have performed their analysis.

Of the 96 companies providing a description of the nature of the analysis they undertook, 94 (2018: 90) discussed performing modelling, stress testing, sensitivity analysis or scenario planning with ten of these indicating that they had performed a more robust process still by also applying reverse stress testing.

Reflecting the increased uncertainty in the UK market, only 17% of companies reported on a lookout period spanning more than three years, down 5% over the past two years.

16 companies reported on specific assumptions or uncertainties relating to Brexit in their viability statement as they approached 29 March 2019 and the anticipated end of the two year negotiation period offered by Article 50. Companies also described Brexit-related scenarios as part of their sensitivity analysis and included cross-references to other Brexit disclosures. See section 3 for further detail.
Compliance – problem areas

The FRC has explained that it envisages a two stage process to meet Code Provision C.2.2, with reporting on each stage – the first being about the assessment of the prospects of the company, the second being the directors’ reasonable expectation of viability for the period of their assessment. The expectation from both investors and from the FRC is that the period over which directors assess the prospects of the company will be longer than the period for the viability assessment.

In October 2018, the Financial Reporting Council suggested that companies should provide a “distinct discussion” in these areas and explained: “Applying the two-stage process and more detailed disclosure of stress and scenario testing will, in due course, help companies to fulfil Provision One of the 2018 [Code] which asks boards to consider the risks to future success and the sustainability of the business model and to report on these.”

Although there has now been additional time for implementation and some good examples of future prospects disclosures cited by the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab and others, only 16 companies this year provided the anticipated “distinct discussion” about future prospects – just three more companies than in 2018. Of these, only a small number indicated that they had considered future prospects over a clear time period. Where a time period was given, all but one company explained that future prospects had been assessed over the same period as the viability statement lookout period – which is not the approach intended by the FRC.

41% of companies discussed the risk and resilience of the business model to some extent (2018: 32%), including 13 of the 16 that had a clearly differentiated disclosure of future prospects disclosure. This can be particularly helpful for users of the annual report as it illustrates how robust the viability statement assessment has been.

Despite the FRC’s Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting calling for principal risks to be considered both individually and in combination when looking at the effect on longer term viability, only 41% of companies made it clear that they had taken this step (2018: 45%).

Only 51% of companies chose to disclose any qualifications or assumptions underlying their assessment (2018: 54%). This year, the majority of companies disclosing assumptions focused on sales volumes, pricing, and the success of sales or brand strategies (28%) – the first time that availability of funding or refinancing has not been the principal assumption disclosed (23%; 2018: 29%).

No companies disclosed any qualifications or assumptions relating to climate change and no companies explicitly described running scenarios to incorporate the effects of climate change, either physical effects or possible regulatory change.

Looking forward

Sir John Kingman’s Independent Review of the Financial Reporting Council, published in December 2018, stated that “viability statements are not performing an effective role” and that while they continue to consist largely of boilerplate statements, they will provide little meaningful insight.

This is in line with the findings of this year’s survey. Although a handful of thoughtful, detailed and informative viability statements were identified from companies both within and outside the FTSE 350, the majority were very similar indeed to statements the previous year, leading to very similar levels of findings year on year.

If viability statements cannot be made more effective, the Kingman Review suggests that serious consideration should be given to abolishing them.

One suggestion from the review is including more details on specific stress testing. This year, in our judgement, 28 companies set out clear scenarios they had used to test the model for their viability statement and 15 presented a conclusion covering each scenario (2018: 26 and 13). Again, this area has not shown a significant improvement.

In October 2018, the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab issued an implementation study: Business model reporting; Risk and viability reporting – where are we now? This incorporates insight from investors around the elements of viability reporting that are most useful for them, practice examples, and questions for boards to consider regarding disclosures. Questions in our survey included two areas of particular interest which are mentioned both by the Lab’s report and are recommendations in the Investment Association’s Guidelines on Viability Statements.
• 47% of companies were found to have made the link from the viability statement to specific principal risks; a further 21% stated they had taken into account all principal risks. Of these, 32% named specific risks and a further 8% made the link to particular principal risks obvious through their description of the scenarios they used to test the resilience of their forecasting; the remainder used other methods such as using an icon in the principal risks table to indicate where a risk was assessed for viability purposes.

• 18% were found to have made the link from the viability statement to the sustainability of dividends (2018: 11%). Of these, only three companies included useful detail on policy or expected resilience of dividend payments, with the others simply mentioning withholding or reducing dividends as a mitigation strategy in the case of principal risks occurring.

What to watch out for

☐ Consider whether the principal risk disclosures link with the viability statement, business model and strategy, so the annual report tells one story.

☐ Explain the risk and resilience of the business model so that investors understand to what extent this affects the viability assessment.

☐ Explain the analysis undertaken and consider whether that could be made more robust by assessing principal risks in combination and/or performing reverse stress testing.

☐ Presenting testing scenarios that incorporate clear sensitivities applied to the base case can be a helpful addition to the disclosure, particularly if mitigating strategies and conclusions are explained for each of those scenarios.

☐ Remember that in most cases the viability assessment will make assumptions about any financing arrangements continuing, which should be disclosed.

Examples of disclosure

Persimmon Plc clearly differentiates between its assessment of prospects and its assessment of viability, explaining the basis on which it considers the future prospects of the business in different areas: current position, resilience of the business model, and associated principal risks. This is the first of two pages of the disclosure.

Persimmon Plc

Essentra Plc provides clear scenarios on specific stress testing they have used to test their model for longer term viability, including the ways in which they have tested principal risks in combination.

Essentra Plc

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
11. Board and director stewardship

- **73%** included a statement indicating how they applied the Main Principles of the Code, this rose to **79%** of companies, an improvement from 68% in 2018.

- **71%** reported full compliance with the provisions of the Code throughout the year. 71% of those reporting partial compliance provided an adequate explanation.

### Common Code non-compliances disclosed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.3.1 Independence of chairman</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.1.2 Board composition</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.3.1 Audit committee composition</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.2.1 Remuneration committee composition</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Does the corporate governance statement discuss the impact on the company of the changes in the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code?

- Yes, including specific detail on changes undertaken: **40%**
- Yes, briefly: **38%**
- No: **22%**

33% of companies included some explanation of how the company’s governance contributes to the delivery of its strategy.

31% of companies undertook an external board evaluation during the year (2018:29%). Of these, 84% described the nature and extent of the external evaluator’s contact with the board and individual directors.

24% of companies that had undertaken either an external or internal board evaluation explained how that evaluation had influenced or would influence board composition.
Compliance - positive trends

The Listing Rules require companies with a premium listing of equity securities to make two disclosures in respect of the UK Corporate Governance Code. The first disclosure is a statement of how the listed company has applied the Main Principles set out in the Code, in a manner that would enable shareholders to evaluate how the Principles have been applied. The second is a statement on compliance with the provisions of the Code, and where there has been a departure from one or more provisions, the Listing Rules supported by FRC guidance indicate that a meaningful explanation should be provided, affording the reader the opportunity to understand the company’s governance journey. This approach to the second statement is known as “comply or explain”.

The quality of explanations given for departures from Code provisions during the year remained high, with 71% of those companies that did not fully comply with the Code providing a meaningful explanation (2018: 89%). (With the proportion of companies reporting full compliance increasing, this reduction in the proportion of high quality explanations only represents three companies.)

There was a significant reduction this year in the number of provisions that had high levels of non-compliance. In 2018 company reports indicated that six individual Code provisions had a level of non-compliance exceeding 5% of the sample. In 2019 this had halved to three provisions. Some companies have reported on board composition planning in advance of reporting for the first time under the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, which could contribute to this reduction.

There were some strong board evaluation disclosures this year, with 37% of companies explaining the findings of the evaluation and related action points (2018: 35%). A further 12% of companies described just the findings of their evaluation (2018: 17%) without related action points – this means that a total of 49% of companies included informative disclosure regarding their evaluation (2018: 52%). The omission of action points was in some cases driven by the timing of the board evaluation, for instance there were several disclosures that explained that actions were to be agreed at an upcoming board meeting or board strategy day.

It is particularly helpful to see the benefits companies have derived from their board evaluation and it demonstrates transparency, openness to change and commitment to the running of an effective board when they are prepared to discuss areas for improvement in the annual report.

Of the 98% of companies that had completed either an external or an internal board evaluation during the year (2018: 94%), 68% of companies made it clear in the annual report that their board evaluation processes had covered all of board, board committees and individual directors (as laid out in Code Principle B.6) (2018: 80%).

Corporate culture has been an area of focus for the FRC in recent years, since the publication of its report on ‘Corporate Culture and the Role of Boards’ in July 2016, indicating the importance of board focus on this topic in order to hold management to account. As well as an encouraging 82% of companies mentioning culture or values in their strategic report, 68% mentioned culture or values in their corporate governance statements (2018: 86% and 74%).

34% of companies offered a detailed discussion of culture in the strategic report (2018: 32%) and 15% in their corporate governance statements (2018: 11%). High quality disclosures acknowledge people and values as a key company asset and provide a clear, detailed explanation of how their culture works, the value derived from that, how it is monitored and how it is supported by the company structures, including the board.

31% of companies included some detail on the tools and techniques the board uses to monitor culture (2018: 23%) and 10% indicated that the board obtains some type of assurance regarding corporate culture – a substantial increase compared to 4% in 2018. Disclosures on the assurance the board receives reference deep dives on culture, investigations in response to specific issues, and in several cases, an external evaluation or “health-check” of culture or values in the business.
12% of companies disclosed action taken by the board to address issues during the year around culture – for example, introducing new training on values, formal studies on the nature of culture in different parts of the business, revisiting of values and behaviours, and action to address findings regarding culture arising from an employee engagement survey.

Disclosure focusing on the tools and techniques the board uses to monitor the cultural environment in the group helps the reader to understand how seriously the board takes the topic of understanding, developing and improving the culture and values embedded in their organisation – as does disclosure on the actions the board is taking to fix perceived cultural issues in the company.

Compliance – problem areas
As discussed above, the Listing Rules require premium listed companies to provide a statement regarding how they apply the Main Principles of the Code in a manner that would enable shareholders to evaluate how the principles have been applied. These principles are key to corporate governance in the UK as they represent a broad structure within which companies can develop the specific governance arrangements that works best for them.

Only 73% of companies included a statement clearly indicating how they applied the Main Principles of the Code, down slightly from 74% in 2018. In the FTSE 100 companies surveyed, this rose to 79% of companies, an improvement from only 68% in 2018.

A disappointingly low seven companies mentioned climate change in the corporate governance statement this year. Five of these were in the FTSE 100, representing 26% of our sample of FTSE 100 companies. Disclosures included decisions on including climate change in principal risks, the potential of damage to the reputation of the business, and plans for future implementation of the TCFD recommendations.

Looking forward
The world of governance continues to move quickly and government, regulators and investors look for boards to respond promptly and with foresight. This year, all annual reports were drafted with knowledge of the final contents of the new 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, which was published in July 2018 effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019.

Around four fifths of companies in the survey sample were already subject to the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code at the time this year’s annual report was published and will need to report under that Code this coming year. In that context, it is surprising that only 40% of companies provided specific detail of changes they have made or plan to make in order to apply and comply with the new Code. Almost the same number of companies made only a generic statement about implementation or that they would report in accordance with the new Code in their next annual report.

A few companies also reported on actions taken or changes made without linking these explicitly to the implementation of the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code – this was most commonly found in disclosures in the strategic report regarding workforce engagement, whistleblowing or emerging risks.

Of the companies providing specific detail about current or planned implementation of the new Code, whether or not explicitly referenced as such:

- 43% reported on a particular workforce engagement mechanism (2018 Code Provision 5), most commonly a designated non-executive director (22%), then an alternative mechanism not described in the Code (10%), a works council (7%), a combination of mechanisms (3%) or an employee director (1%).

- 33% reported on how the company’s governance contributes to the delivery of its strategy (2018 Code Provision 1). Good disclosures explained in some detail the way in which the board determines strategy and oversees specific implementation, linking board activities to strategic pillars and in some cases also the associated principal risks.

- 31% of companies mentioned corporate purpose in the corporate governance statement, compared to only six in 2018 (2018 Code Principle B).

- 23% referred directly to section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 (s172) or included a quote or paraphrase from its wording (2018: 21) – this anticipates the introduction of a provision of the Code requiring companies to report on how the matters in s172 have been considered in board discussions and decision-making (2018 Code Provision 5).
Also linked to s172 of the Companies Act, 32% explained in the corporate governance statement how the board takes into account the interests of broader stakeholders.

19% of companies this year indicated that stakeholder feedback had been taken into account in decision-making, compared to 10% in 2018.

An area of focus both for the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code and for Government has been board evaluation. At the request of the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, ICSA published a consultation in May 2019 regarding the effectiveness of independent board evaluation in the UK listed sector, including new proposals for disclosure guidance to assist listed companies in providing shareholders with annual report disclosure that they would find useful in assessing how diligently the board is seeking to improve its effectiveness. The following are findings on some of the areas identified as potentially useful to shareholders, in addition to the long-standing disclosures discussed earlier in this chapter:

31% of companies undertook an external board evaluation during the year (2018: 29%). Of these, 84% described the nature and extent of the external evaluator's contact with the board and individual directors. Some of these disclosures made it clear that the evaluator had no contact beyond setting a questionnaire in collaboration with the chair and/or the company secretary, whilst others had attended board and committee meetings and met individually with each director and a selection of senior management – meaning that the disclosure is critical for readers to understand the nature of the board evaluation process undertaken.

24% of companies that had undertaken either an external or internal board evaluation explained how that evaluation has influenced or will influence board composition – a disclosure requirement of the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code.

One company explained that it had provided its description of the external board evaluation and its findings to the external evaluator and received confirmation that the disclosure was “a fair summary of the review and its outcomes”.

A significant minority of companies have started to bring environmental, social and governance aspects of their activity to life through the work of a sustainability committee. This year eleven companies reported on the work of a sustainability committee, most of these being main board rather than executive board committees. Ten of these companies were in the FTSE 350. Showing the importance placed on ESG factors, most of these companies covered topics such as workforce engagement, the link between governance and strategy, how the board takes into account the interests of broader stakeholders. Almost all companies in our sample with a sustainability committee indicated that stakeholder feedback had an impact on board decision making during the year.

What to watch out for

☐ Provide disclosures under the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, for years commencing on or after 1 January 2019, including a statement of compliance that covers the whole year.

☐ Remember to provide a clear statement of appliance of the Code’s main principles in addition to a statement of compliance with the provisions.

☐ Corporate culture is an area of continued focus – it is key for boards to understand their companies and ideally to explain how they monitor that the company’s values are applied consistently and what they do to improve matters where misalignment is identified.

☐ On board evaluation, clear disclosure of findings, actions and how the board evaluation works in practice are important to demonstrate that the board is taking its own performance seriously.

☐ Climate change is an area of increasing concern for regulators, investors and other stakeholders, who would like to understand how the board is managing and/or mitigating this risk.
Examples of disclosure
The Unite Group PLC explains how its governance supported its strategy during 2018, tracing a clear link between strategic objectives, the board’s governance role in implementing those objectives, and providing a link to principal risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic objective</th>
<th>Board’s governance role</th>
<th>Link to principal risk</th>
<th>2018 Board activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality properties</td>
<td>Active property recycling</td>
<td>Property market cycle risk on page 20</td>
<td>The successful disposal of 14 properties, comprising 3,436 beds, reducing the average age of our estates. Read more about Asset disposals on page 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Development pipeline</td>
<td>Property/Development risk on page 39</td>
<td>Seven new student residences (3,074 beds), opened on time and to budget. The beds are fully let to students attending risk-1 high-ranking universities. 10% of these beds secured on nomination agreements with an average life of 10 years. Read more about Development activity on pages 14 and 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health &amp; Safety</td>
<td>Operational risk – Major health and safety incident in a property or a development site on page 57</td>
<td>The Board reviews the safety of our students, visitors and employees, as well as contractors at our development sites. At each Board meeting, during 2018, this has included reviewing the Grenfell Tower tragic incident and regulatory changes. The Health &amp; Safety Committee, a sub-committee of the Board, focuses on: - the help we support the safety of all; - external safety inspections through The British Safety Council, our external safety auditor; - physical security review of our properties by WPF Parsons Brinckerhoff. Read more about the Health &amp; Safety Committee report page 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of service platform</td>
<td>Market risks – supply and demand on page 28</td>
<td>Oversight of PFM delivers: - a robust booking system; - an improved and scalable platform for revenue management and customer engagement; - enhanced service levels for both universities and students; - eased differentiation. Read more about the Operations review on page 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affordability and value for money</td>
<td>Market risks – supply and demand on page 28</td>
<td>Analysis of the Higher Education accommodation sector and ensuring we continue to offer an affordable and value-for-money product. Read more about Affordability on pages 26 and 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information security and keeping our customers’ and employees’ personal data safe and secure</td>
<td>Market risks – supply and demand on page 28</td>
<td>As part of our engagement with our digital native customers, moving increasingly online — and we develop apps to enhance this — it is more important than ever that we keep their personal data safe. As part of our Digital Media strategy, the Board approved a review of our information security and governance, in particular having regard to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into effect during 2018. The Audit Committee also reviewed our information security/GDPR compliance matrix as part of its remit to review our risk management and controls framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership development and succession planning/talent pipeline, OD initiatives</td>
<td>Market risks – supply and demand on page 28</td>
<td>The Nominations Committee focuses not only on Board succession, with two Directors joining the Board in 2018 (John de laune and Richard Allen), but also on broader talent pipeline and leadership development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality University partnerships</td>
<td>42% of our hotel beds are now under nomination agreements. Exposures to high and mid-tier Universities on track to reach 10% on completion of our secured pipeline. Higher Education review and our growth strategy having regard to the evolving nature of university partnerships. Read more about Quality partnerships on page 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TBC Bank Group PLC explains that it undertook an externally-facilitated board evaluation exercise, why it chose the particular provider, the contact with the board and individual directors that took place as part of the evaluation exercise, the actions the board has agreed to take and that the report has been confirmed with the external evaluator.

**TBC Bank Group PLC**

ANNUAL BOARD EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

During 2019, an externally-facilitated Board evaluation was conducted by Independent Audit Limited (IAL), an independent specialist. The review was conducted at the initiative of and with the participation of the Corporate Governance and Nominations Committee, which selected the evaluator from a shortlist of leading evaluators.

The evaluation process included review of board papers, interviews and observation of meetings. The evaluations came in-depth individual interviews with all board members in Talloq and London, as well as follow-up interviews, where necessary. Independent Audit also interviewed key management personnel and various functional teams to discuss their views of the Board, experience of interacting with it and the information provided to the directors, non-executives and stakeholders. Meetings of the Board and its Committees were observed.

A full report of IAL’s findings was discussed with the Chairman, the Deputy Chairman of the Board and the Nomination of the Corporate Governance and Nominations Committee. The report was then circulated to all Directors. Subsequently, the Committee and the Board discussed the report, with the Chairman (I) leading the debate and formulated an action plan for 2019.

The report noted that the company aims to meet the highest international standards, and highlighted the strong foundation on which the company can develop further its governance structures. The report found that the board has been biodiversity-rich, a highly experienced management team, and a co-operative relationship between executives and the non-executives. Directors reflect both rich and challenging from diverse backgrounds and cultures. The report also found that the board exercises its duties and responsibilities effectively and efficiently, and its members are highly professional and experienced.

In addition to these, the evaluation is an opportunity for the board to listen to and learn from the perspectives of individuals who are outside of the boardroom. The report found that the board is committed to continuous improvement and has identified areas for further development.

The Weir Group plc puts a spotlight on the independent non-executive director designated to lead the board’s employee engagement work, giving her the opportunity to explain her role, her plans to engage employees and the board, and the journey the business is making towards bringing the employee voice into the boardroom.

**Weir Group plc**

Mary-Jo Jacobs to lead Board’s employee engagement work

Mary-Jo Jacobs, independent non-executive director of The Weir Group plc, will lead the board’s employee engagement work, giving her the opportunity to explain her role, her plans to engage employees and the board, and the journey the business is making towards bringing the employee voice into the boardroom.

In addition to these, the evaluation is an opportunity for the board to listen to and learn from the perspectives of individuals who are outside of the boardroom. The report found that the board is committed to continuous improvement and has identified areas for further development.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
12. Succession and diversity

72% of nomination committees were involved in appointing a new director during the year; all of these committees held at least one meeting and 75% of them described the process used for specific board appointments during the year.

68% of nomination committees stated that they use an executive search firm to help identify candidates. No nomination committees reported that they used external advertising.

How did boards disclose activity around succession planning? (Number of companies)

FTSE 100
- Clear explanation: 10% (2019), 12% (2018)
- Mentioned but no detail: 9% (2019), 7% (2018)
- No reference: 0% (2019), 0% (2018)

FTSE 250
- Clear explanation: 12% (2019), 17% (2018)
- Mentioned but no detail: 21% (2019), 25% (2018)
- No reference: 0% (2019), 0% (2018)

Others
- Mentioned but no detail: 9% (2019), 7% (2018)

30% of companies indicated they had diversity targets for the board, up from 22% in 2018. This year, 48% of companies met the DTR requirements to describe the board diversity policy (2018: 29%).

What proportion of women were on the board?

The proportion of women on boards reached 25% this year, up from 22% in 2018.
Compliance - positive trends

Nomination committees have continued to provide good quality disclosure around succession planning. The 2018 Guidance on Board Effectiveness offers additional insight on information that could add value to succession planning disclosures.

94% of boards disclosed activity around succession planning (2018: 93%). However, over the past two years, only 33% of companies in each year included disclosures that explained clearly the processes the board has in place to maintain good succession planning such as use of a skills matrix and how regularly it is reviewed and regular updates provided on succession planning for senior management and the pipeline to the board.

Only 9% of companies had disclosures that clearly showed how the succession plan and the talent programme were connected to the corporate strategy (2018: 19%).

2016 Code provision B.2.4 lays out the requirements relating to nomination committee reporting. These were still not fully met this year by the companies in our sample, although there have been small improvements.

- 95% of companies this year met the requirement for a separate section of the annual report describing the work of the nomination committee (2018: 88%).
- Of the 72% of companies that appointed a new board director during the year, 75% of nomination committees described the process used for those specific appointments, in line with the Code provision asking for disclosure of “the process used in relation to board appointments.” (2018: 75% and 87%). However we have not considered this to represent a deterioration since an unusually high proportion of these directors were appointed early in the financial year and the disclosure about their appointment process was included in the prior year annual report.

With regard to the appointment of directors:

- In total, 68% of companies disclosed the use of executive search agencies, either in relation to a current year director appointment or a description of their general appointment process (2018: 67%).
- No company this year reported that they had used external advertising as a means of finding directors.
- Other methods described by companies to find new directors included appointment of internal candidates, personal connections, information on candidates from previous shortlists.

Compliance – problem areas

The requirements of the Non-Financial Reporting Directive regarding diversity disclosures in the corporate governance statement (implemented in the UK through the Disclosure Guidelines and Transparency Rules) should not be very different from the Code requirements for “a description of the board’s policy on diversity, including gender, any measurable objectives… and progress on achieving the objectives.” Complying with the new DTR was a requirement for large listed companies with periods commencing on or after 1 January 2017, so this is the second year in which companies are applying this requirement.

This year, almost half of companies met the diversity requirements of the DTR, a substantial improvement. However, over half are not yet fully compliant with this legal requirement. Of the companies that complied, seven companies disclosed that they did not have a board diversity policy and provided reasons why. Within the FTSE 100 specifically, the proportion of companies that met the requirements rose to 74%, with one of those companies disclosing that it did not have a board diversity policy and why (2018: 53%; one).

In order to meet the DTR requirements, boards should aim to describe the policy itself rather than the processes in place or actions taken during the year – although of course knowing about these is also valuable to the reader! It is not sufficient to provide a cross-reference to a disclosure about the diversity policy applying to the organisation as a whole without further clarification of whether or how it relates to the board itself. Boards should be clear about measurable objectives and should comment clearly on the outcomes during the year. Ideally the policy should look beyond gender diversity – the DTR also refers to age, educational background and professional background, with the goal to promote diversity of thought at board level.
Companies in our sample also disclosed other information regarding diversity in their nomination committee reports and corporate governance statements, to varying degrees:

• 30% of companies indicated they had diversity targets for the board, up from 22% in 2018.

• 11% of companies included disclosure on the level of ethnic diversity on their board, up from 6% - this is likely to increase again next year as companies approach the 2021 target date mentioned in the Parker Review.

• 39% of companies disclosed the gender diversity in the executive committee and their direct reports, in line with the Hampton-Alexander review’s expectations (2018: 15%). 50% of FTSE 350 companies met the requirement. Next year this becomes a disclosure requirement in the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code.

Of companies that did not meet the disclosure requirements of the Hampton-Alexander review, some did disclose the level of gender diversity in the executive committee. Others also disclosed “leadership” or “senior leaders” or “managers” categories, however it was not possible to tell whether these groups represented the executive committee and their direct reports. Reporting on diversity is an area where companies explaining the terms they use would be helpful to users of the annual report.

**Looking forward**

Diversity and inclusion will be an area of focus for the board and the nomination committee under the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, which supplements the previous diversity asks from both Code and DTR with additional disclosure requirements around policies, objectives and outcomes regarding diversity and inclusion for the organisation as a whole. It also increases the focus on diversity in disclosures on succession planning and board evaluation exercises. The addition of inclusion to the requirements indicates that this is not simply about who is employed but also about ensuring everyone is welcomed in the organisation and enabled to work effectively and to succeed.

This year, 22% of companies explained how their approach to succession planning supports developing a diverse pipeline – including for instance internal programmes supporting women or people of colour, requesting gender balanced longlists for board positions, or only using executive search agencies that are signed up to the Voluntary Code of Conduct on diversity.

Under the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, companies are required to explain for each board member why their contribution is, and continues to be, important to the company’s long term sustainable success. This year, 63% of companies included informative disclosure regarding individual contributions of board members (2018: 55%, 2017: 35%). 61% of disclosures were in the “Board of Directors” section, where individual biographies are moving towards contribution and away from a list of current and previous appointments. Practices observed in the survey sample included lists of skills and experience mapped against each board member and quotes from board members describing their contribution in their own words.

The 2018 Code appears already to have had an impact on independence and succession considerations for the companies in our sample. The new Code requirement is for at least half the board, excluding the chair, to be non-executive directors whom the board considers to be independent. The chair should also be independent on appointment with a maximum tenure of 9 years on the board.

In respect of the survey sample:

• 14% of companies disclosed that their chair was not independent on appointment (2018: 10%).

• 15% of companies had chairs who had served on the board for more than 9 years – a significant reduction from the 25% in 2018. A further 2% did not clearly disclose the tenure of the chair.

• Eight of the companies with long-serving chairs had chairs who were disclosed as not independent on appointment.
Four of the companies with long-serving chairs (27%) acknowledged that this would be a departure from a provision of the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code. Only one of those explained that it planned to recruit or appoint a new chair of the board to address the departure, with the others explaining the value contributed by the current chair.

Companies have clearly been working on meeting the independence requirements of the new 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code. At least half of the board (excluding the chair) is comprised of independent non-executive directors for 91% of companies this year, a jump from 69% of companies in 2018. This rises to 98% of the FTSE 350 companies surveyed and 100% of the FTSE 100.

What to watch out for

- Nomination committees should put thought to the disclosures they will need to make about the work of the committee under the 2018 Code.
- Topics on the agenda should include succession planning, the tenure of directors and refreshment of the board, director appointment, diversity in board and company, and the accompanying disclosures.
- On succession planning, informative disclosures are specific to the company and to the year and cover the link between succession and strategy, the process, tools and advisors used by the nomination committee, an insight into the quality and diversity of the internal pipeline, and the work the board is doing to improve that internal pipeline.
- Boards are now expected to pay more attention to the diversity and remuneration of executive committees and their direct reports, along with reporting on those matters.
- Focus on gender pay and pressure from investors regarding board diversity suggest that boards should consider carefully their policies and disclosures in this area.

Finally, most boards continue not to meet the required disclosures under DTR 7.2.8A regarding the board diversity policy, objectives and outcomes during the year. If this is a difficult disclosure to write, consider whether there is an issue with the underlying policy or how it is tracked.

Examples of disclosure

National Grid plc’s nomination committee provides DTR diversity disclosure including board diversity policy, objectives, and outcomes. It describes clear targets for board gender and ethnic diversity and plans to achieve those targets. It also includes the Hampton-Alexander and 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code disclosure around the gender diversity on the executive committee and its direct reports.

National Grid plc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Diversity and Board Diversity Policy

National Grid is fully committed to supporting diversity and inclusion in the Boardroom in line with the principles of inclusion, reflection and retention of talented people, improves effectiveness, delivers superior performance and enhances the success of the Company.

Our Board diversity policy continues to promote an inclusive and diverse culture and we value diversity of thought, skills, experience, knowledge and expertise including of educational and professional backgrounds, alongside diversity within such as gender, age and ability.

The policy applies to the Board, Executive Committee and direct reports to the Executive Committee. It does not apply directly to diversity in relation to the remaining employees of National Grid as this is covered by other policies and the National Grid Inclusion Charter.

As set out in our Board diversity policy, all board appointments and succession plans are made on merit and objective criteria, and consideration will be given to diversity of skills, experience that are needed for the board to be effective and no gender against “group think”.

We will only engage executive search firms who have signed up to the UK Voluntary Code of Conduct on Gender Diversity, and we will continue to make key diversity data, both about the board and our wider employee population, available in the Annual Report and Accounts.

We will continue to review our progress against the Board diversity policy and our objectives (set out below) in this Annual Report and Accounts. We will also include details of initiatives to promote gender and other diversity in the areas of diversity in the workforce, share ownership and other senior management.

Examples of the initiatives to promote and support recruitment and diversity throughout our Company are set out below and on page 63.

National Grid plc's nomination committee provides DTR diversity disclosure including board diversity policy, objectives, and outcomes. It describes clear targets for board gender and ethnic diversity and plans to achieve those targets. It also includes the Hampton-Alexander and 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code disclosure around the gender diversity on the executive committee and its direct reports.
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The policy applies to the Board, Executive Committee and direct reports to the Executive Committee. It does not apply directly to diversity in relation to the remaining employees of National Grid as this is covered by other policies and the National Grid Inclusion Charter.

As set out in our Board diversity policy, all board appointments and succession plans are made on merit and objective criteria, and consideration will be given to diversity of skills, experience that are needed for the board to be effective and no gender against “group think”.

We will only engage executive search firms who have signed up to the UK Voluntary Code of Conduct on Gender Diversity, and we will continue to make key diversity data, both about the board and our wider employee population, available in the Annual Report and Accounts.

We will continue to review our progress against the Board diversity policy and our objectives (set out below) in this Annual Report and Accounts. We will also include details of initiatives to promote gender and other diversity in the areas of diversity in the workforce, share ownership and other senior management.

Examples of the initiatives to promote and support recruitment and diversity throughout our Company are set out below and on page 63.
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The Paragon Banking Group PLC provides succession planning disclosures that include consideration of emergency vacancies as well as regular succession planning, link to the strategy of the business and includes focus by the nomination committee on levels below the board.

Paragon Banking Group PLC

**Succession planning**

The succession plans for the Board were reviewed during the current financial year following the Group’s strategic reorganisation at the end of September 2017. The tenure of the non-executive directors is monitored by the Committee. Emergency cover is in place for the executive directors and their direct reports.

The Human Resources department has a wider succession development plan for senior management roles across the Group, prioritising those positions likely to require recruitment within the next five years. This data has been considered against internally identified individuals with high potential and the capability to fulfil those roles as they become vacant, to ensure that succession requirements can be met. Internal individuals will be developed for future senior roles and this will be complemented with external recruitment at a senior level where necessary, to balance the required skills and experience of the senior management team and ensure continuing success in the future. Following review work in 2016, which considered approximately 100 roles, internal development has been undertaken to enhance succession planning with consideration given to possible ‘at risk’ roles as well as to the development of potential future senior management candidates.

A review of the effectiveness of this approach took place during the year which concluded that whilst there was a robust method to identify the risk and impact of a particular role becoming vacant, the identification of potential internal successors could be quite subjective and consequently a revised methodology will be adopted going forward including the introduction of a formal assessment and development cycle for senior and critical roles.

Risk mitigation will continue to include the ongoing development of employees, as well as work to further validate potential candidates for senior positions. Development work on potential candidates occurs with those employees remaining in their current roles, as this training is undertaken so as to minimise business impact while ensuring that candidates are enabled to undertake a more senior role in due course. The Group’s preference, where possible, is that internal candidates are developed and supported to undertake senior roles as this assists in the ongoing maintenance of its strong cultural focus on its people.
Nomination committees should put thought to the disclosures they will need to make about the work of the committee under the 2018 Code.
13. Accountability and internal control

93% of audit committee chairmen showed clear ownership of their committee’s report, in most cases through a personal introduction or through signing the full report (2018: 89%)

On average, how many significant financial reporting issues were identified by the audit committee?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTSE 100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTSE 250</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What was the level of quality of the description of significant financial reporting issues and how they were addressed?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

84% of audit committees disclosed how they had assessed the effectiveness of the external audit process

Of the 16 companies with no internal audit function, 6 included some explanation of how internal assurance was achieved in the absence of internal audit

Only 57% of companies with an internal audit function explained how they had assessed the effectiveness of the internal audit function

The ratio of non-audit fees compared to audit fees continued to be low this year at 24%, compared to 25% in 2018 and 62% in 2017, which was the year before the introduction of the FRC’s Revised Ethical Standard for auditors

Annual report insights 2019 | Surveying FTSE reporting
Compliance - positive trends

Each of the factors regarding significant issue disclosures from the FRC’s A&A Lab report¹⁸ on Audit Committee Reporting were assessed to determine whether disclosures were comprehensive and useful. These factors are: informative context to be provided for each significant issue, including quantification where appropriate; a description of the actions carried out by the audit committee during the year; the conclusion on each issue and the rationale behind that conclusion; and suitable cross-references to elsewhere in the annual report.

Based on these criteria, it appeared that only 25% of companies provided high quality disclosures adding substantially to the reader’s understanding of those issues and how the audit committee has considered and challenged them (2018: 25%). In general, audit committees could have provided more detail on their actions and level of challenge and comparatively few explained the rationale underlying their conclusions regarding the significant issues. A minority described that they relied exclusively on the auditor’s assessment of these issues, suggesting that this took the place of the audit committee reaching its own conclusion. One company described the significant issues as “audit risks”. The FRC’s A&A Lab report also indicates that investors would find it helpful to have clarity in the audit committee report regarding the role the audit committee plays in internal control. 81% of companies met this standard, up slightly from 78% in 2018. However, almost all companies included sufficient disclosure somewhere in the annual report to make the role of the audit committee in internal control sufficiently clear. Companies could consider whether to rearrange the location of their disclosures in order to meet investor preferences.

Another responsibility of the audit committee relates to the relationship with the external auditor. This year 24% of companies mentioned that they had read the FRC’s Audit Quality Review Team (AQRT) report on their audit firm (2018: 22%). 14% referred to a specific AQRT inspection of their company’s audit (2018: 17%), and almost all of those explained whether there were significant issues identified and, if so, that they had discussed the report with the auditor and agreed appropriate actions.

With respect to the disclosures regarding non-audit services provided by the external auditor:

- 9% of companies indicated their auditor did not provide any non-audit services (2018: 8%).

- For those that did provide non-audit services, the average ratio of non-audit fees to audit fees¹⁹ over all companies was 24% (2018: 25%). This compares to 62% in 2017 and indicates a substantial shift following the FRC’s Revised Ethical Standard for auditors taking effect.

- Only seven companies disclosed a ratio of non-audit fees to audit fees exceeding 70%. Of those, six companies (86%) explained why the company had decided to engage their auditor to provide the services in question.

- Although not as prevalent as in 2018, in some cases the auditor’s fees for the review of the interim report were still included by audit committees as audit fees when calculating the ratio – these are classified as non-audit fees under the Ethical Standard.

- Companies are providing more and better information on their consideration of non-audit services. This information included non-audit services provided or contracted for since the end of the financial year, plus the nature and quantum of non-audit services provided by audit firms that were not yet the company’s statutory auditor.
Compliance – problem areas
In the wake of public attention on both external and internal audit, it is notable that audit committee disclosures regarding internal audit have not moved on to the same degree as those regarding external audit. It continues to be possible to see several pages of disclosure regarding the audit committee’s consideration of external audit, yet only a few sentences regarding internal audit.

Government and regulatory bodies have been encouraging boards to spend more time ensuring internal audit is established properly with independent lines of reporting, a clear remit, coverage of key risks to the business and suitable access to the rest of the organisation. The Institute of Internal Auditors published a consultation in July 2019 on reinforcing the role of internal audit, including a proposal that internal audit provides an independent view to the audit committee regarding an assessment of the overall effectiveness of the governance, and risk and control framework of the organisation, and its conclusions on whether the organisation’s risk appetite is being adhered to.

It is to be hoped that this will lead to more informative disclosures regarding internal audit activities in the annual report:

- Of the 84% of companies which have an internal audit function, almost all audit committees confirm that they have reviewed the plans and work of internal audit.

- 47% stated that internal audit plans had been set with reference to the key risks of the business (2018: 52%).

- 57% of audit committees in companies with an internal audit function explain how they have assessed the effectiveness of the internal audit function (2018: 60%).

Looking forward
The 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, which is effective for years commencing on or after 1 January 2019, includes a new provision regarding disclosure around internal assurance in the absence of an internal audit function. Under the new Code, companies without internal audit will be expected to explain how, in the absence of an internal audit function, internal assurance has been achieved, and the impact on external audit:

- Out of 16 companies without an in-house or outsourced internal audit function, 15 met the current expectation for the audit committee to determine why one is not considered necessary.

- 35% of audit committees provided an explanation of how internal assurance is achieved where there is no internal audit function.

- Only one company mentioned any impact on external audit, and this related to providing the external auditor with other evidence of how the audit committee gained internal assurance.

In addition, the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code introduced a change regarding whistleblowing which has moved whistleblowing to be a board responsibility. An encouraging number of audit committees mentioned this change in their annual report, in some cases explaining that responsibility for whistleblowing is either going to be considered by the board as a whole in the future, or describing how delegation to the audit or the risk committee will work in practice.

89% of companies included some mention of whistleblowing in the annual report, of these 75% in the audit committee report (2018: 91% and 76%). 26% of companies that mentioned whistleblowing shared disclosures that went beyond “boilerplate” (2018: 23%). Better disclosures brought out the importance of a robust speaking-up process to the company. They were company-specific and year-specific and could include the operation of the whistleblowing process, its independence and reporting lines, changes during the year, external assurance on its effectiveness, reporting statistics, and the nature of reports received and acted upon. Two companies included an interview with someone responsible for dealing with whistleblowing reports in the company, helping to bring it to life.
The Government is expected to consult in autumn 2019 regarding the possibility of a legislative strengthening of the framework around internal controls for UK companies. In the light of this upcoming consultation, findings relating to internal controls included:

• 7% of companies indicated that their company had experienced some form of significant internal control breakdown during the year (2018: 6%)

• 43% of those that had experienced a control breakdown provided a good disclosure regarding the actions that have been or are being taken to remedy any significant failing or weakness, in line with the FRC’s Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting (2018: 67%)

• 40% of companies indicated that there had not been any significant internal control breakdowns during the year, often with board or audit committee describing the internal control environment as “effective”. It would be helpful for audit committees to describe further the underlying work they have performed to reach their conclusions.

What to watch out for

☐ Explain each significant issue affecting the financial statements clearly and disclose the actions the audit committee has taken during the year, how the audit committee has applied challenge to management’s conclusions, the conclusion the audit committee itself has reached and its underlying rationale.

☐ Investors are keen to know that audit committees prioritise audit quality and audit committees should consider this when discussing a tender of the external audit.

☐ Assess whether disclosures regarding the effectiveness of the internal control environment include enough information for investors to understand how the audit committee or board undertakes its stewardship responsibilities to assess the internal control framework.

☐ Clearly describe actions that have been or are being taken to address identified control failings or weaknesses.

☐ Consider enhancing disclosures regarding the internal audit function and demonstrating the level of oversight applied by the audit committee in areas such as scope, relationship to key risks, resourcing and skills and internal audit effectiveness.

☐ Where there is no internal audit function, consider how to explain the way the audit committee achieves internal assurance and the impact on the work of the external auditor.

☐ Disclosures on the whistleblowing process should avoid boilerplate and instead demonstrate to employees and other stakeholders that it is robust, independent, and that reports are listened to and acted upon.
Examples of disclosure

The Unite Group Plc’s audit committee disclosure on significant issues affecting financial reporting includes context, the evidence reviewed and actions taken by the committee, the conclusions reached and rationale.

Unite Group Plc

Property valuations

The Group’s principal assets are investment properties and investment properties under development that are either owned on balance sheet or in USAF or LSAM. The investment properties are carried at fair value based on an appraisal by the Group’s external valuers who carry out the valuations in accordance with the RICS Red Book valuation guide. Taking into account transactional evidence during the year. The valuation of property assets involves significant judgement and changes in the core assumptions could have a significant impact on the carrying value of these assets.

Management discusses the underlying performance of each asset with the external valuers and provides detailed performance data to them including rents, University lease agreements, occupancy, property costs and costs to complete (for development properties). Management receives detailed reports from the valuers and performed a detailed review of the valuations to ensure that management considers the valuations to be appropriate. The valuation report is reviewed by the Chief Financial Officer and the Property Director prior to sign-off.

During the year, the Committee and/or the Board met with members of the Group’s valuer panel and challenged them on the basis of their valuations and their core assumptions, including the yield for each property, rental growth and forecast costs. The Directors questioned the external valuers on market trends and transactional evidence that supports the valuations. The Audit Committee was satisfied that the Group’s valuers were appropriately qualified and provided an independent assessment of the Group’s assets. The Audit Committee was satisfied that an appropriate valuation process had taken place, the core assumptions used were reasonable and hence the carrying value of investment and development properties in the financial statements was appropriate.
Lonmin plc provides disclosure regarding internal audit explaining the audit committee’s interaction with the function, its assessment of internal audit’s effectiveness and that the internal audit plan is set with reference to the risks of the business. Lonmin plc also explains how its whistle-blowing hotline operates, including the number and nature of reports received by the hotline.

**Internal audit**

Within Lonmin, the internal audit function, risk management, investigations and whistle-blowing are organised under the umbrella of Lonmin Business Assurance Services (LBAS), the purpose of which is to bring a systematic and disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of Lonmin’s governance and internal controls. To ensure independence, the Head of Assurance and Risk reports functionally to the Chairman of the Audit & Risk Committee and administratively to the CFO and he has unrestricted access to the Chairman of the Board.

Lonmin has adopted a partially co-sourced model for the internal audit function, supported by the South African arm of PwC. The internal audit plan, approved in September 2017 by the Committee, reflects a risk based approach targeting financial and operational processes. The main objective is to test the robustness of the mitigating controls and identify improvement opportunities. A total of 38 audits were undertaken during the year. The audits were conducted in accordance with International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing focusing on business critical and high risk areas which were prioritised by the internal auditors with input from management and the Committee.

Audit findings and the related management actions are tracked by internal audit and verified periodically after being reported by management as complete. The Committee is provided with reports on material findings and recommendations and regular updates on the progress made by management in addressing the findings are also provided. All action points are recorded on a company-wide database to facilitate monitoring and accountability.

The effectiveness of the internal audit function was assessed through a variety of ways, including review of quality assurance questionnaires completed by auditees and a wider review involving senior management, the Exco, the Committee, other Board members and the external auditors. An independent external peer review is also carried out every five years. Having considered the results of the effectiveness review and a number of other factors, including the quality of reporting to the Committee and impartiality of the internal audit function, the Committee concluded that the internal audit function was effective.

**Whistleblowing**

The Company’s Whistleblowing Policy, approved in 2017 and available on the Company’s website, www.lonmin.com, encourages and protects legitimate whistleblowing. An independent third-party whistleblowing helpline allows employees and other stakeholders to report concerns about any suspected wrongdoing or unethical behaviour occurring within the business or about the behaviour of individuals. All calls are treated confidentially and anonymously, if preferred.

Any matters reported are initially reviewed by the Head of Assurance and Risk and investigated by the LBAS – fraud and investigations function. Cases are also referred, where appropriate, to Lonmin Security Management for investigation. Where necessary, certain matters are escalated to the CFO, CEO or Exco and reported regularly to the Committee.

The following table provides a summary of the calls that were reviewed in FY2018:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY2017</th>
<th>FY2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Procedure violations</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgery</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unethical behaviour</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts of interest</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
14. Judgements and estimates, tax and pensions

The average number of critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty remained at 5.

When distinguished, on average there were:
- 2 judgements (2018: 2)
- 3 estimates (2018: 3)

Do those items appear to be company-specific?

- All items company specific (2018: 16)
- Some items generic (2018: 55)

Disclosures on estimation uncertainties*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature and amount of balance (or obvious)</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantified explanations of assumption</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivities (unless stated impracticable)</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*of the 99 companies appearing to disclose key sources of estimation uncertainty

Companies had defined benefit pension schemes: 66
Companies provided information on tax strategy or governance: 49
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Since 2016 the FRC has published various feedback reports on its thematic reviews of financial statements including the areas of critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty, tax and pensions. The FRC continues to identify ways where companies can continue to enhance their disclosures in these areas. The below focuses on the main topics where the FRC is seeking improvements.

**Critical accounting judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty**

Critical accounting judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty are two disclosures that have often mistakenly been merged together, despite IAS 1 requiring separate and different disclosure for each. Disclosure of accounting judgements under IAS 1 specifically excludes those involving estimations, which are covered by the estimation uncertainty disclosures. The differing disclosures required for each mean this distinction matters. Also, the key estimates disclosures apply only where there is a significant risk of material adjustment in the next year due to changes in assumptions and estimates, so not all areas of estimation are covered.

It is clear that companies have reviewed the presentation of these disclosures, with 78% of those surveyed (2018: 66%, 2017: 52%) now making clear which items they regard as estimates and which as judgements. 88% of those companies made the distinction by using sub-headings. Where a distinction was not presented it appeared to us that only seven companies had either presented estimates as judgements or vice versa, an improvement on 18 last year.

The FRC remains concerned about the use of boilerplate text and continues to identify examples of generic disclosures that do not describe the specific judgements and estimates made. 23% of companies we looked at (2018: 29%) only provided narrative that was so generic that it could have been applied equally to any other company, for example in relation to goodwill impairment testing, defined benefit pension assumptions and uncertain tax positions. Providing sufficiently granular information to understand the judgement, or the source of estimation uncertainty, and its effect on the accounts, is key to avoiding regulatory challenge, and improving users’ understanding of the disclosures.

Only 18 companies (2018: 16) disclosed items that all appeared suitably company-specific. The FRC has again commented that the better quality reports identify a smaller number of judgements and estimates and noted that audit committee reports and auditors’ reports often provide more granular information in respect of significant judgements and richer information regarding the particular estimates and assumptions made, which is consistent with our findings.

When critical judgements were distinguished, the maximum was nine, with an average of two. 21 companies (2018: 15) clearly indicated that they had no critical judgements. Nine companies presented one or more judgements where it was not obvious, based on the information provided, how those judgements could have a significant effect on the financial statements and how that conclusion has been reached.

When sources of estimation uncertainty were distinguished, the maximum was eleven, with an average of three. For 71 companies it was unclear to us, for one or more items identified as key sources of estimation uncertainty, how they could realistically give rise to a material adjustment within the next 12 months.

As set out in their 2017/18 Annual Review of Corporate Governance and Reporting, in relation to key sources of estimation uncertainty, the FRC expects to see disclosures in line with paragraph 129 of IAS 1. In terms of these disclosures, 69% of companies disclosing key sources of estimation uncertainty disclosed some quantification of assumptions underlying estimates, with only 26% disclosing quantification for all items. This information is important to investors as it enhances understanding of the assumptions underlying estimates. 90% disclosed insight into sensitivities and ranges of reasonably possible outcomes for some of the items identified as a key source of estimation uncertainty, although this was typically by virtue of disclosing information required by other standards, such as IAS 36 and IAS 19.
Tax
The amount of tax companies are paying and the use of overseas tax structures are subject to a high level of scrutiny by the public and by HMRC, and the FRC continues to note areas for improvement in companies’ tax disclosures and transparency.

Large UK companies are required to publish their UK tax strategy, either as a separate document or as part of another. In the annual reports we surveyed, 49 companies (2018: 40) provided information on tax strategy or governance. 18 of these gave detailed insight, 20 provided fairly generic disclosures and eleven cross-referenced to a company website. A summary of the main elements and cross-reference to website disclosure may be an effective approach, whilst avoiding duplication.

The majority of companies (81%, 2018: 81%) discussed the current year effective tax rate in the strategic report, although only 41% provided company-specific insight on the factors that would influence the expected future effective tax rate. Providing information in addition to generic disclosure of statutory tax rate changes is encouraged. Of the 66 companies that showed adjusting items on the face of the income statement, only 31 of these analysed the tax impact of these in the tax reconciliation note to the accounts.

One area of concern raised by the FRC is around uncertain tax positions, which are relatively common in large entities given the complexity of many tax regimes. 31% of companies (2018: 34%) provided an accounting policy on uncertain tax positions, ahead of IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments becoming mandatorily effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019.

45% (2018: 37%) identified provisions for uncertain tax positions as a key source of estimation uncertainty (although in some cases this appeared to be mis-categorised as a critical accounting judgement). However, of those 45 companies, only 25 (2018: 18) quantified their uncertain tax provisions to provide useful information to the reader on the extent of estimation. The FRC has previously stated that justification for non-quantification will continue to be an area of regulatory focus, with the 2017/18 Annual Review of Corporate Governance and Reporting also raising this specific point.

28% (2018: 23%) of companies disclosed contingent liabilities related to tax, including several in respect of the recent European Commission investigation into state aid relating to UK group financing exemptions, with the majority providing quantified indication of the potential effect as required by IAS 37. Companies should continue to monitor developments regarding the EC’s investigation and consider carefully the potential impacts in their next annual reports.

Pensions
The majority of companies have closed their defined benefit schemes to new entrants or future accrual, however the ongoing obligations to fund such schemes are often significant with 66 companies surveyed (2018: 67) having such schemes. One company in the sample had wholly immaterial obligations and assets remaining, meaning that they did not provide detailed disclosures.

Most of the companies surveyed disclosed information about contributions expected to be paid in the future, however the level of insight provided continues to vary. 32 (2018: 31) appeared to quantify future contributions over the whole period covered by the schedule of contributions, while 18 (2018: 21) only disclosed expected contributions for the following year. No companies in the sample (2018: two) mentioned an increase in dividend payments triggering an increase in pension contributions.

The FRC has previously reported scope for companies to better articulate their schemes’ strategy for matching assets and liabilities as part of their thematic review into pension disclosures. We saw an increase in companies including such disclosure with 40 (2018: 24) including their asset-liability matching strategies such as annuities or longevity swaps. 46 companies (2018: 42) clearly identified and explained the risks inherent in the investment strategy.

35 companies (2018: 40) had one or more schemes in surplus on an IAS 19 basis with 32 (2018: 37) recognising the surplus as an asset. Justification for recognition of an asset was explained by 24 companies (2018: 21), in all but one case on the grounds of an unconditional right to a refund. None of the companies sampled recognised an additional liability for a minimum funding requirement that would give rise to an irrecoverable surplus.
Most companies analysed plan assets by major category with 62 providing more informative disclosure, as required by IAS 19, by disaggregating the analysis for which plan assets have a quoted market price or not.

IAS 19 requires disclosure of “significant” actuarial assumptions and sensitivities for those same assumptions. Companies were not always explicit as to which assumptions they regarded as “significant” - only 46% of those with defined benefit pension disclosures provided sensitivity analysis for all the assumptions they had quantified, with a further 48% providing sensitivities for some of the quoted assumptions. 6% provided no sensitivity analysis.

37 companies (2018: 26), have had assumptions move in the current year compared to the prior year by more than the reasonably possible change per the sensitivity disclosure. This may appear inconsistent for a reader assessing the extent of estimation, as the extent of reasonably possible changes would typically be expected to be consistent with recent variations, rather than just having standard variations of plus or minus 0.1% for example.

What to watch out for

- Make the judgements and estimates disclosures company specific and meet the FRC’s expectations for all the accompanying detail, such as sensitivity information.
- Only include the most complex or subjective judgements that have the most significant effect on amounts recognised.
- Only include the assumptions and other sources of estimation uncertainty where there is a significant risk of material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets or liabilities within the next year.
- Provide transparent and quantified disclosures around uncertain tax positions.
- Consider IFRIC 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments, effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019.
- Provide tailored comment on tax strategy and governance, or a website cross-reference.
- Disclose company-specific insight into the future expected tax rate.
- Provide justification for recognition of a pension asset where the scheme is in surplus.
- Disclose significant assumptions and sensitivity information for those same assumptions.
- Consider the reasonably possible changes in all key pension assumptions, and whether the disclosed ranges are consistent with recent variations.
Examples of disclosure
Paragon Banking Group plc provided insight into their tax strategy.

Paragon Banking Group plc

Taxation policy and payments

The Group’s tax strategy is to comply with all relevant tax obligations whilst cooperating fully with the tax authorities. The Group recognises that in generating profits which can be distributed to shareholders it benefits from resources provided by government and the payment of tax is a contribution towards the cost of those resources. The Group will only undertake tax planning that supports commercial activities and in the UK context is not contrary to the intention of Parliament.

As a group containing a bank, the Group is subject to The Code of Practice on Taxation for Banks (the ‘Bank Tax Code’) published by Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) in March 2013. The Group has previously confirmed to HMRC that it was unconditionally committed to complying with the Bank Tax Code and formally re-approved the Group’s tax governance policies and the tax strategy outlined above.

During each financial year the Group publishes a tax strategy document for that year on its website, in accordance with the Finance Act 2016. This document addresses the following matters:

- The approach of the Group to risk management and governance arrangements in relation to UK taxation
- The attitude of the Group towards tax planning (so far as affecting UK taxation)
- The level of risk in relation to UK taxation that the Group is prepared to accept
- The approach of the Group towards its dealings with HMRC

The second such statement was published during the year and can be found in the investor relations section of the Group’s website.

The Group has an open and positive relationship with HMRC, meeting with their representatives on a regular basis, and is committed to full disclosure and transparency in all matters.

The Group is resident and operates in the UK and its tax payments to the UK authorities include not only corporation tax but also substantial payroll taxes. The amounts of the Group’s cash payments to UK national and local tax authorities in the year, including Pay As You Earn (PAYE) and National Insurance (NI) contributions deducted from employee wages and salaries were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporation tax</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAYE and NI</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp duty</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total national taxation</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business rates</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lloyds Banking Group PLC provided insight into their asset-liability matching strategies as part of their defined benefit pension disclosures.

**Asset-liability matching strategies**

The main schemes’ assets are invested in a diversified portfolio, consisting primarily of debt securities. The investment strategy is not static and will evolve to reflect the structure of liabilities within the schemes. Specific asset-liability matching strategies for each pension plan are independently determined by the responsible governance body for each scheme and in consultation with the employer.

A significant goal of the asset-liability matching strategies adopted by Group schemes is to reduce volatility caused by changes in market expectations of interest rates and inflation. In the main schemes, this is achieved by investing scheme assets in bonds, primarily fixed interest gilt and index-linked gilt, and by entering into interest rate and inflation swap arrangements. Those investments are structured to take into account the profile of scheme liabilities, and actively managed to reflect both changing market conditions and changes to the liability profile.

At 31 December 2018 the asset-liability matching strategy mitigated 105 per cent of the liability sensitivity to interest rate movements and 106 per cent of the liability sensitivity to inflation movements. In addition a small amount of interest rate sensitivity arises through holdings of corporate and other debt securities.
15. Other financial statement disclosures

13 companies identified critical judgements or key sources of estimation uncertainty relating to IFRS 9

14 companies applying IFRS 9 continued to follow IAS 39’s hedge accounting requirements

39% of those adopting IFRS 15 reported an impact on amounts at transition

12 companies identified critical judgements or key sources of estimation uncertainty relating to IFRS 15

34 companies reported business combinations, with 33 recognising goodwill

8 Accounting policy disclosures lasted an average of 8 pages
IFRS 9

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments became mandatorily effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2018, replacing IAS 39. 80 companies in our survey had adopted the new standard, including a small number of early adopters. All those that had adopted IFRS 9 took advantage of the relief that allows entities to avoid restating comparatives upon transition.

Perhaps the biggest change that IFRS 9 made was to replace IAS 39’s incurred loss model for impairment of financial assets with an expected loss model. However, only 16 companies quantified changes in their loss allowances at the point of transition to IFRS 9, with many others merely stating that the change on adoption of IFRS 9 was not material. Of those 16 companies that did quantify their changes, loss allowances increased by an average of 69% compared to the historical IAS 39 position, although this average is skewed upwards by some changes that were large in percentage terms but small in absolute terms.

One of the most commonly held financial assets is trade receivables. A simplification permitted and in many cases required by IFRS 9 sees lifetime expected losses recognised for such assets, rather than following the general approach under which changes in credit risk since initial recognition must be monitored. No corporates surveyed were identified as applying the aforementioned general impairment model to their trade receivables.

13 companies identified critical judgements or key sources of estimation uncertainty in their IAS 1 disclosures relating to the application of IFRS 9, often in connection with determining loss allowances.

IFRS 9 also amended IAS 1’s list of required line items in the statement of profit or loss to include impairments determined under IFRS 9. Only twelve companies presented such a line item on the face of the statement of profit or loss, with others perhaps omitting it on the grounds of materiality.

Another change made by IFRS 9 was one that made it easier, generally speaking, for entities to put in place arrangements that are eligible for hedge accounting. However, of the 46 companies that had transitioned to IFRS 9 and were commenting on hedge accounting, 14, including a number of banks, explicitly stated that they had elected, as permitted, to continue applying the hedging provisions of IAS 39 for the time being. Of the other companies evidently applying IFRS 9’s hedge accounting provisions, five presented separate reserves within equity for ‘costs of hedging’.

IFRS 15

IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers also became mandatorily effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2018, replacing a risks and rewards model for revenue recognition with one based on control. 83 companies in our survey had adopted the new standard, again including a small number of early adopters.

Only 16 companies that applied the new standard elected to do so with full retrospective effect and restated comparatives. The remaining companies either indicated that IFRS 15 had no material impact or that they had adopted the modified retrospective approach. Aside from disclosure items and renaming / reclassifying line items, 32 of the companies (39%) that had transitioned to IFRS 15 showed an impact on amounts reported at the point of transition.

12 companies were seen to be disclosing critical judgements or key sources of estimation uncertainty under IAS 1 in relation to IFRS 15 and revenue recognition, including a range of topics such as assessing recognition of revenue as principal or agent and estimating levels of returns for goods sold.

In terms of disclosure, IFRS 15 calls for a disaggregation of revenue into categories that depict how the nature, amount, timing and uncertainty of revenue and cash flows are affected by economic factors. It seemed that many companies felt that their IFRS 8 segmental reporting already provided such information. Only 29 companies provided a disaggregation of revenue that was separate from their reportable segment disclosures.
IFRS 16
Looking ahead, the forthcoming reporting season will be the first time that many will have prepared annual financial statements following the adoption of IFRS 16 Leases, which is effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019. The new standard sees lessees bringing most of their operating leases on balance sheet.

Although only three companies surveyed had early adopted the new standard, it seems that many had heeded the FRC’s call for informative disclosure, including quantification, ahead of adoption in accordance with IAS 8. It appeared that all companies had either started or completed an assessment of the impact that IFRS 16 would have, with only a quarter stating that they expected the impact to be immaterial. 67 companies, compared to just eight last year, quantified the anticipated impact, eight doing so by providing a range rather than a single number. Only a further five companies (2018: 36) tried to give an indication of the impact by cross-referring to their operating lease commitment disclosure.

As with IFRSs 9 and 15, the relief offered from full retrospective application on transition looks like it will be a popular option. One of the three early adopters had transitioned using the fully retrospective approach and a further eleven companies indicated that they would be doing so. 26 companies were either undecided or unclear on which transition approach they were applying, with the remaining 62 companies applying one or other or a combination of both the modified retrospective approaches offered under IFRS 16.

48 companies indicated that they were or would be applying practical expedients or recognition exemptions offered under IFRS 16 – often this included the ability to keep low value and short term leases off balance sheet.

It is worth remembering that the FRC has undertaken a thematic review of IFRS 16 disclosures in interim accounts during 2019, the findings from which, once published, will no doubt prove helpful for preparers ahead of 2019 year-ends.

Financing
Understanding an entity’s financing is an important area for many investors, with many companies identifying measures of debt or net debt as important metrics. IAS 7 requires an entity to provide disclosures on the movements in liabilities arising from financing activities. 75 companies surveyed provided such information - many of those that didn’t present such information had little or nothing in the way of relevant liabilities.

42 of those presenting this information included cash balances as part of the disclosure, in a fashion similar to net debt reconciliations presented under UK GAAP (both historically and under FRS 102 following the triennial review). However, IAS 7 requires movements in liabilities to be disclosed rather than the ‘net debt’ position. As explained in IAS 7.44E, where relevant, companies should clearly indicate the portion of such disclosure that provides the required information. At present practice was mixed in terms of the level of clarity in this regard.

In their Annual review of Corporate Governance and Reporting 2017/18 the FRC highlighted a concern over the lack of transparency around supplier financing arrangements. Only seven companies included disclosures indicating the existence of such schemes within their organisation. The best of these provided quantification of the amounts payable under such arrangements and a clear rationale supporting their classification of liabilities in the balance sheet and payments in the statement of cash flows.

Goodwill
Recognition of goodwill and subsequent impairment testing is an area requiring judgement and one to which auditors and regulators will often pay close attention, with the FRC having announced that it will be undertaking a thematic review of impairment disclosures in 2019/20. 34 companies (2018: 39) had undertaken business combinations during the year, with 33 (2018: 31) recognising goodwill as part of those business combinations. In the majority of cases those companies went on to provide a short description of the factors giving rise to goodwill, as required by IFRS 3, although some were perhaps open to challenge in making generic references to synergies and workforces.
82 companies (2018: 80) had goodwill balances recognised at the end of their financial reporting periods, although a few of these were relatively small amounts. Of the 78 companies providing disclosures on goodwill impairment testing, 69 were basing recoverable amount on value in use, seven used fair value less costs of disposal and two used different approaches for different cash generating units (CGUs). Pleasingly, all companies described key assumptions they had made to determine the recoverable amount, as required by IAS 36.

If a reasonably possible change in a key assumption used to determine recoverable amount would give rise to an impairment then IAS 36 requires disclosure of the amount of headroom in the CGU(s), the value of the key assumption and how much it would need to change by to give rise to an impairment. As in previous years a number of sensitivity analyses (25) appeared open to challenge, given they instead described the impact (or lack thereof) of changing key assumptions by set percentages.

In total 47 companies presented sensitivity analyses in some form, stating or giving, the circumstances where the disclosure is required, potentially implying that a reasonably possible change could give rise to an impairment. 47 companies also presented potential impairment of goodwill as a key source of estimation uncertainty under IAS 1, indicating that there was a significant risk of a material adjustment to carrying values within the next year. However, only 35 companies presented both of these disclosures, with 24 companies presenting one and not the other and potentially being open to challenge where this indicated an inconsistency.

Parent company financial statements
49 (2018: 52) parent companies’ separate financial statements were prepared under FRS 101, 44 (2018: 42) were prepared under full IFRS and just seven (2018: six) were prepared in accordance with FRS 102. Consistent with the previous year, just over half of the FRS 101 and FRS 102 reporters adapted the statutory formats of their primary statements to use IFRS titles.

What to watch out for
- Once adopted, provide all IFRS 16’s required disclosures including, where relevant, those specifically required in the year of transition.
- Clearly segregate the disclosure required by IAS 7 on movements in financing liabilities from broader disclosure provided on movements in ‘net debt’.
- Provide informative and transparent disclosure on complex supplier arrangements, including supplier financing arrangements.
- Where appropriate ensure consistency between disclosures, for example IAS 1’s critical judgements and key sources of estimation uncertainty and the associated account balance notes.
- Ensure that sensitivity disclosures provided in relation to impairment of goodwill are in accordance with IAS 36’s requirements, providing detail on what assumption changes would lead to impairment.

Examples of disclosure
Although any particular scheme should be considered carefully based on its terms and conditions, Compass Group PLC provided useful information on their supplier finance programme as set out below.

Compass Group PLC

The Group has Supply Chain Financing (SCF) arrangements in place. The principal purpose of these arrangements is to enable the supplier, if it so wishes, to sell its receivables due from the Group to a third party bank prior to their due date, thus providing earlier access to liquidity. From the Group’s perspective, the invoice payment due date remains unaltered and the payment terms for suppliers participating in the SCF programmes are similar to those of suppliers that are not participating, and to the wider industry more generally. If a receivable is purchased by a third party bank, that third party bank does not benefit from additional security when compared to the security originally enjoyed by the supplier.

At 30 September 2018, the value of invoices sold under the SCF programmes was £478 million, with £444 million related to the Group’s programme in the USA (2017: £438 million and £403 million respectively). These amounts are included within trade payables and all cash flows associated with the programme are included within operating cash flows as they continue to be part of the normal operating cycle of the Group.

See more examples of disclosure in the electronic version of this publication.
When implementing the recommendations set out in this document, it is important to work to an achievable timetable. Getting as much as possible done in advance of the year end, when there is less pressure on the timetable, reduces the burden during the post year end reporting cycle. In order to help you achieve your objectives we have provided a suggested 2019/20 plan below, as well as suggestions for what could be on the agenda for your planning meeting.

### A suggested timetable for 2019/20 (For December reporters)

#### October 2019
By mid October

- Planning meeting of contributors to agree responsibilities, process and governance, including how to assess whether the report is fair, balanced and understandable, plus decide the overall structure for the report
- Identify opportunities to make the report clearer and more concise

#### November 2019
Early to mid November

- Contributors draft templates for their areas of responsibility
- Structure of draft report pulled together and reviewed for duplication
- Areas for linkage identified and highlighted in the draft report

Late November/early December

- Auditors review the structure of the report and provide comments

#### December 2019
By mid December

- Disclosure Committee (or equivalent) approve overall structure and technical compliance of the report
- Draft report presented to the Audit Committee for initial comment on key messages, themes and overall balance
- Report sections updated for final messages based on year end results
- Cross-check for consistency with other planned or existing public reporting
February 2020

• Audit Committee assesses annual report on behalf of the Board – is it comprehensive and is it fair, balanced and understandable?

• Remuneration report reviewed by Remuneration Committee

• Report sections formally presented for review

• Chairmen of Audit, Remuneration and Nomination Committees compose introductions to their reports

By late February/March

• Final report presented to Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee and Board for approval

Suggested agenda for annual report planning meeting

• Consider how you will ensure that all elements of your annual report meet the regulatory requirements and effectively convey strategically important information to shareholders

• Agree the key messages and themes that will flow through the report, as far as they are understood at this stage, getting Audit Committee and Board buy-in at a sufficiently early stage

• Discuss and agree how materiality will be applied to the annual report as a whole

• With the design team, discuss the key messages and themes and how these can be brought to life through design

• With the website team, discuss your approach to digital communication alongside the key messages and themes, to agree any advance design work to be done on the website

• Plan how you will avoid the “silo effect”:
## Appendix 2 – Timeline of key corporate reporting changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective for periods commencing on or after:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 January 2018</strong></td>
<td>• New IFRSs on revenue and financial instruments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **1 January 2019**                          | • New IFRS on leasing  
• New UK Corporate Governance Code and revised Guidance on Board Effectiveness  
• The Companies (Miscellaneous reporting) Regulations 2018 |
| **1 April 2019**                            | • Energy and Carbon Regulations |
| **1 January 2021**                          | • New IFRS on insurance contracts |

### Other significant initiatives ongoing

The FRC’s Clear & Concise Reporting initiative continues, aimed at ensuring that annual reports provide relevant information for investors.

**The FRC’s 2019/2020 thematic reviews** include:

- impairment of non-financial assets;
- disclosures relating to the implementation of IFRS 16 Leases within 2019 interim accounts; and
- the effects of Brexit on companies’ disclosures.

The FRC will be reviewing the whole annual report (including governance and directors’ remuneration) for 2019 year ends.

The principles of the IIRC’s Integrated Reporting (IR) Framework continue to gain traction.

The FRC’s Guidance on the Strategic Report was revised in 2018 to include guidance around the NFR Directive disclosures and the forthcoming section 172(1) statement.

The IASB continues their discussion of a new accounting model for rate-regulated activities (exposure draft expected to be issued in 2019) and is considering IBOR reform and the effects on financial reporting.

The FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab currently has ongoing projects on the digital future of reporting, and climate and workforce reporting.

Although not enforced by regulation yet, the Government has set out its expectation for all listed companies and large asset owners to be disclosing in line with the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures recommendations by 2022.
Appendix 3 – Additional examples of disclosure

**Purpose and culture disclosures**

**Barclays PLC**

Barclays PLC summarise their purpose and link it to their values and strategy, before explaining it further in the narrative.

**Climate change disclosures**

**Croda International Plc**

Croda International Plc provided disclosure on the opportunities presented by climate change.

**The Weir Group PLC**

The Weir Group PLC provided disclosure on action taken in response to climate change, including that at a Board level.
Strategy and business model disclosures
International Personal Finance plc
International Personal Finance plc clearly identifies and describes the resources they have to create

Rotork plc
Rotork plc clearly identify key sources of value and describe value created for a number of stakeholders in their business model.

Hollywood Bowl Group plc
Croda International Plc provided disclosure on the opportunities presented by climate change.
Persimmon Plc have clearly set out how they engage with all their stakeholders and how they have responded.

Persimmon Plc also provide a summary on how they have contributed to their communities, including metrics to demonstrate their impact.
Anglo American plc

Anglo American plc included their non-financial information statement on page 1 of their annual report.

Morgan Sindall Group plc

Morgan Sindall Group plc included the detail of due diligence over non-financial matters and outcomes within their statement.

APMs and KPIs disclosures

Lonmin Plc

Lonmin Plc follow a number of recommendations from the FRC Guidance in their KPI disclosure, such as linking KPIs to strategy and remuneration, defining each KPI and providing commentary on the outcome, and providing sufficient number of comparatives to demonstrate a trend.

RPS Group Plc

RPS Group Plc present an explanation of what constant currency measures represent and how they are reconciled to previously reported measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPIs</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>£50,000</td>
<td>£55,000</td>
<td>£60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBITDA</td>
<td>£20,000</td>
<td>£25,000</td>
<td>£30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net profit</td>
<td>£10,000</td>
<td>£15,000</td>
<td>£20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Long term value creation disclosures

Kingfisher plc

Kingfisher plc set out its capital investment plans to 2020 and explained how these developments will help to create value for its customers and employees.

Next plc

Next plc disclose the level of reserves available for distribution, identify the time limit imposed by application of the ‘net assets’ test and indicates that there are substantial resources in subsidiaries which can be passed up to return value to shareholders.

C7. Profit and Loss Account and Distributable Reserves

The Profit and Loss account of the Parent Company does not include any unrealised profits, however the amount available for distribution under the Companies Act 2006 by reference to these accounts is effectively reduced by the ESOT reserve of £271.6m (2018: £231.6m). At January 2019, therefore, the amount available for distribution by reference to these accounts is £505.0m (2018: £516.7m).

The Group also has substantial retained profits in its subsidiary companies which are expected to flow up to the Parent Company in due course, such that surplus cash generated can continue to be returned to our external shareholders.

Risks and opportunities disclosures

Marston's PLC

Marston’s PLC identify emerging risks and how they will be responding to them over the coming year. The 2018 Code requires Boards to undertake a robust assessment of emerging and principal risks and, amongst other things, to confirm in the annual report that the assessment has been performed and to describe the principal risks.

Weir Group PLC

The Weir Group PLC explain why each of their principal risks is important, linking it to their strategy and providing insight into changes during the year.
Informa Plc

Informa Plc provided a statement on their prospects that was distinct from the directors’ assessment of viability.

Kaz Minerals PLC

Kaz Minerals PLC provided a statement on their prospects that was distinct from the directors’ assessment of viability.

Viability disclosures

McKay Securities Plc provided detailed rationale for the lookout period used in their viability statement.

Informa’s prospects and viability

Informa’s strategy is focused on the strategic growth of its businesses. The company operates in a market with significant dynamics, driven by the evolving nature of information technology and the increasing demand for information services.

Assessing Informa’s prospects

Informa’s market positioning is based on its expertise in the media and information industry, which is characterized by rapid technological change and continuous innovation. The company’s strategy is centered on leveraging its existing strengths and expanding its market presence through strategic acquisitions.

The Group’s prospects are influenced by the developments in the markets in which it operates. The Group’s financial position and operational performance are key factors in assessing its future prospects.

In addition to its core business, Informa has been actively investing in new areas, such as analytics and data services, to capitalize on the growing demand for data-driven insights.

Informa’s success depends on its ability to adapt to market changes and leverage its existing capabilities. The company is committed to investing in research and development to maintain its competitive edge.

Informa’s prospects are also influenced by the economic environment and the global economy. The company’s ability to navigate through economic downturns and maintain its financial stability is crucial for its long-term success.

Informa is well-positioned to capitalize on emerging trends, such as digital transformation and artificial intelligence, which are expected to drive significant growth in the information services sector.

The company is optimistic about its future prospects and believes that its strong financial position and strategic investments will position it for continued growth and success in the coming years.
Lloyds Banking Group Plc provided a clear statement of appliance of the Code’s Main Principles.

National Grid plc
In National Grid plc’s Annual Report and Accounts 2018-19 the Chair explains in his letter the work the board has done introducing the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code and specific detail around how they are addressing workforce engagement.
Cobham plc
Cobham plc provided clear disclosure on how governance has contributed to the company’s strategy and examples of tools and techniques the board uses to monitor culture.

Pearson plc
Pearson plc provided disclosures on diversity, including objectives, targets and measurement of performance.

Succession and diversity disclosures
Rightmove plc
Rightmove plc provide an example of disclosure on engaging with the issue of a long-serving chair and how the business plans to respond.

90
Kingfisher plc

Kingfisher plc included a case study regarding recruitment of a new non-executive director, including use of a recruitment agency, diversity in background in the long list of candidates, some information on appointment, expected individual contribution and the induction process.

Accountability and internal control disclosures

Evraz plc

Evraz plc provided disclosure on significant financial reporting issues that included cross-referencing and detail on the global context. It highlighted one of the assumptions it has focused on in reaching its conclusions.

Areas of significant accounting judgement and management estimates

Impairment of goodwill and non-current assets

(Notes 5 and 6)

The Committee considered management’s impairment assessment in the context of the current and future trading environment for the Group, including assumptions as to the continuation of tariffs and duties in North America and their impact on the recoverable amount of the affected assets. Testing was undertaken as at 30 September 2018 and reassessed at 31 December 2018 when no further impairment triggers were identified. The continued weakness of the rouble means that the carrying values of Russian cash-generating units remain low in US dollar terms and are largely not challenged by the value in use comparisons used to determine impairment, even if the pricing outlook were to deteriorate.

An impairment charge of US$30 million is recorded in the financial statements for 2018. This primarily relates to EVRAZ Stratorc Inc, where the full asset value of US$12 million has been impaired in anticipation that the entity will enter bankruptcy proceedings. There was a further impairment charge of US$6 million at Yuzhnyuzhneugol to reflect an increase in site restoration provisions at one of the mothballed mines.

The Committee gave particular attention to the implications of trade barriers for the businesses in North America and management’s assumption that these will end in 2023. Given the inherent uncertainty around these measures at the current time, the Committee accepted management’s assumption on this occasion but will review it for the interim statements.
Judgements and estimates, tax and pensions disclosures

The Weir Group PLC provided a statement on their policy with regards to 'tax transparency'.

Tax Transparency

Our approach to tax is governed by five key principles which are set and adopted by the Board and are stated as follows;

1. We are committed to compliance with all applicable tax laws and regulations, including timely submission of tax returns and tax payments.

2. We aim to develop and maintain effective, collaborative and co-operative working relationships with tax authorities in all territories where we operate based on both openness, honesty and transparency, and by providing all relevant information in a timely manner with a view to resolving any disputes early.

3. Our businesses make use of legitimate tax incentives, exemptions and statutory alternatives offered by governments. Tax planning is undertaken only where it is consistent with the substance of our business and with full regard to the aims of our stakeholders, our reputation and our broader commercial and economic goals.

4. We adhere to the standards for the disclosure of tax information in our published financial statements, in accordance with industry and generally accepted practice; and

5. We ensure compliance with our tax obligations by maintaining appropriate tax management arrangements including the roles and responsibilities taken on by our people.

These five principles are reflected and more information about our approach to tax are set out in our tax strategy which can be found on our website: https://www.global.welr/investors/corporate-governance/reserved-to-the-board/.

Judgements and estimates, tax and pensions disclosures

The Weir Group PLC provided a statement on their policy with regards to ‘tax transparency’.

BT Group plc

BT Group plc included disclosure in the audit committee report on the performance evaluation of the audit committee.

Barclays PLC

Barclays PLC included a case study about its consideration of the effectiveness of its internal and external auditors.

Governance in action – Audit quality

Although BT, as the Barclays Group’s external auditor, and KPMG, as the Barclays Group’s external auditor for the years ended 31 December 2018, both expressed an unqualified opinion on Barclays Group’s consolidated financial statements, responsibility for the quality of their respective audits, the Committee plays an important role in overseeing and monitoring audit and audit-quality activities and various responsibilities (as detailed in its terms of reference).

The Committee plays an important role in overseeing and monitoring audit-quality activities and various responsibilities of the Committee in the year that are carried out in relation to the audit work for BT and KPMG for Barclays Bank UK PLC and/or Barclays PLC. The Committee was in receipt of the minutes of meetings of the Audit Committee of BT and KPMG for Barclays Bank UK PLC and/or Barclays PLC, which were submitted to the Committee.

The Committee was aware of the effectiveness of external auditors and the Committee role in oversight of the effectiveness of external auditors and the Committee role in oversight of the effectiveness of external auditors.

Barclays PLC included a case study about its consideration of the effectiveness of its internal and external auditors.
Barclays plc
Barclays plc provided a clear statement explaining why they recognised a defined benefit surplus as an asset.

Where a scheme’s assets exceed its obligation, an asset is recognised to the extent that it does not exceed the present value of future contribution holidays or refunds of contributions (the asset ceiling). In the case of the UKRF the asset ceiling is not applied as, in certain specified circumstances such as wind-up, the Barclays Group expects to be able to recover any surplus. The Trustee does not have a substantive right to augment benefits, nor do they have the right to wind up the plan except in the dissolution of the Barclays Group or termination of contributions by the Barclays Group. The application of the asset ceiling to other plans is considered on an individual plan basis.

Other financial statements’ disclosures
Stock Spirits Group PLC
Stock Spirits Group PLC provided an example of disclosing IFRS 9 impairment losses on the face of their income statement, in accordance with IAS 1.

Evraz PLC
Evraz PLC provided IAS 36 sensitivity disclosures, setting out the changes to key assumptions that would give rise to impairments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Percentage change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>£70.3</td>
<td>£70.3</td>
<td>£70.3</td>
<td>£70.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of goods sold</td>
<td>£45.3</td>
<td>£45.3</td>
<td>£45.3</td>
<td>£45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selling expenses</td>
<td>£2.1</td>
<td>£2.1</td>
<td>£2.1</td>
<td>£2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other operating expenses</td>
<td>£5.5</td>
<td>£5.5</td>
<td>£5.5</td>
<td>£5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impairment loss on other investments</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain on sale of intangible assets</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
<td>£1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss attributable to shareholders, deferred tax</td>
<td>£7.4</td>
<td>£7.4</td>
<td>£7.4</td>
<td>£7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix 4 – Regulatory overview

The big picture

The demands placed on companies in relation to their corporate reporting by regulators and investors continue to evolve, with significant changes coming into force across narrative, governance and financial reporting in December 2019 annual reports.

To assist companies in addressing changing demands, the FRC continues to issue helpful guidance as part of its long-standing ‘Clear & Concise Reporting’ initiative, as well as through the work of its Financial Reporting Lab (‘the Lab’).

Since we published our last annual report insights survey, the Lab has issued:

- **Business model reporting; Risk and viability reporting – Where are we now?** (October 2018) which explores how reporting has progressed since the Lab’s earlier reports on the topics.

- **Performance metrics – Principles and practice** (November 2018) which provides guidance to companies and examples of how companies can apply the principles identified in the Lab’s previous report on performance metrics.

- **Artificial intelligence and corporate reporting – how does it measure up** (January 2019), the third in the Lab’s series of technology deep-dives, explores some of the potential use-cases that artificial intelligence has for corporate reporting.

- **Disclosures on the sources and uses of cash** (September 2018) considering how companies can answer investors’ questions about how a company generates cash and how it intends to use that cash.

The following parts of our regulatory overview examine requirements and hot topics in respect of narrative reporting, corporate governance and financial reporting.

Narrative reporting

Over this past year there were no new disclosure requirements effective which impacted the strategic report. Instead, the past reporting season enabled companies to ‘bed down’ the UK implementation of the EU Directive on disclosure of non-financial and diversity information (NFR Directive), now in its second year of implementation. The NFR Directive requires companies within scope to include a non-financial information statement in their strategic report. 87 companies in our survey were within scope by virtue of size. Our results indicate that while there has been improvement overall, many companies continue to find the new requirements a challenge (see section 6).

A significant development, which will take effect for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, is the publication of new reporting requirements stemming from the government’s agenda for corporate governance reform. The new requirements aim to strengthen the link between section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 (s172), described below, and the strategic report to help the report provide greater insight into whether boardroom decisions have taken wider stakeholder interests into account. The FRC has updated its Guidance on the Strategic Report to reflect these developments.

Existing requirements

The strategic report

Other than for small companies, which are exempt, the main component of the narrative section of an annual report is the strategic report, as required by section 414A of the Companies Act 2006. Companies are also required by section 415 of the Act to include a directors’ report. Since the introduction of the strategic report this mainly contains basic compliance disclosures although recent corporate governance reform has seen some additional requirements added.

The Disclosure Guidelines and Transparency Rules (DTR) of the Financial Conduct Authority also require most listed companies to prepare an annual ‘management report’ to accompany their financial statements. However, with one small exception, these requirements duplicate existing requirements within the law concerning the content of the directors’ report and strategic report.
The purpose of the strategic report is to provide information for shareholders and help them to assess how the directors have performed their duty, under s172, to promote the success of the company and, in so doing so, had regard to the matters set out in that section4. These matters include a number of non-financial considerations:

• the likely consequences of any decision in the long term;
• the interests of the company's employees;
• the need to foster the company's business relationships with suppliers, customers and others;
• the impact of the company's operations on the community and the environment;
• the desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct; and
• the need to act fairly as between members of the company.

The content requirements for the strategic report differ depending on whether a company is a quoted company or a public interest entity (PIE), as defined below. This is due to the way that the NFR Directive was implemented into UK law as it resulted in two similar, but different, sets of requirements operating in parallel for quoted companies within scope, which leads to some complexity. The FRC, in its updated Strategic Report Guidance, has tried to help companies by producing one set of guidance for those entities which are PIEs (section 7B) and one set for those which are not (section 7A).

For all quoted companies, the strategic report is required to include5:

• a fair review of the company's business, including elements such as a description of the company's business model, its strategy and information about corporate social responsibility (see sections 5, 6 and 8 for more details);
• to the extent necessary for an understanding of the development, performance or position of the company, analysis using financial and, where appropriate, non-financial KPIs (see section 7 for more details); and
• a description of the principal risks and uncertainties facing the company. The UK Corporate Governance Code and associated guidance also contains requirements in this area (see section 9 for more details).

Also, many companies choose to present the longer term viability statement and going concern disclosures required by the 2016 Code as part of their strategic report (see section 10 for more details).

Non-financial information statement
For periods commencing on or after 1 January 2017, those entities that are PIEs need to include a separate non-financial information statement (NFI statement) in their strategic report6. A PIE is defined as:

a. a traded company (which means a company any of whose transferable securities (debt or equity) are admitted to trading on a regulated market in the EEA); a banking company; an authorised insurance company; or a company carrying on insurance market activity; and
b. parents of a group with more than 500 employees.

The content of the NFI statement is similar but not identical to the strategic report requirements above so companies will need to be careful that they include all the relevant elements that apply to them. For large quoted companies, the NFI statement builds on the existing requirements of the strategic report by introducing specific requirements to disclose information on anti-corruption and bribery matters (including related policies), to discuss due diligence over non-financial policies and to explain the impact of and risks relating to various non-financial reporting matters.

Disclosure does not need to be duplicated – there are exemptions from some of the existing strategic report requirements for companies which are required to include a NFI statement. However, the FRC’s Guidance makes clear that a separate NFI statement will need to be made in the strategic report, but cross references can be made from that statement to the relevant content that is included elsewhere in the strategic report.

Our findings on how companies have addressed the requirements this year are discussed in section 6 (on stakeholders).
In June 2019, the European Commission published its Guidelines on non-financial reporting: Supplement on reporting climate-related information, which integrates the TCFD recommendations into the existing guidelines around fulfilling the disclosures in the NFI statement. These guidelines concluded that, given the systemic and pervasive impacts of climate change, most companies under the scope of the NFR Directive are likely to conclude that climate is a material issue and as such should be disclosing relevant information for investors.

The FRC’s revised Guidance includes a lot of information for companies on how to present the content requirements of the strategic report most effectively. The updated version of the Guidance, which has been enhanced to recognise the increasing importance of non-financial reporting, reflects the requirements of the NFR Directive and enhances the link between the purpose of the strategic report and the matters directors should have regard to under s172.

The <IR> Framework also gives guidance on reporting requirements that will be helpful to UK companies. However, the <IR> Framework goes further than this, introducing the concept of ‘Integrated Thinking’ – challenging and enabling companies to ‘live their story’ rather than merely tell it. Integrated reporting (<IR>) is discussed in more detail throughout this report – look out for the <IR> boxes.

Alternative Performance Measures
The European Securities and Markets Authority’s (ESMA’s) Guidelines on Alternative Performance Measures (APMs) apply to a variety of documents but, in particular, include within their scope the narrative sections of annual reports (but not the financial statements themselves) published by listed companies. Although they are described as ‘Guidelines’, ESMA has stated that they expect compliance with them to be enforced by national regulators.

In a UK context, the FRC has issued a number of publications explaining that they are assessing how companies are meeting the requirements of the ESMA Guidelines as part of the activities of their Conduct Committee, i.e. reviews of company annual reports. These include their annual review of corporate reporting and their findings from their second thematic review of the use of APMs. The FRC’s Lab has published two reports on performance metrics, the first being an investor perspective on the principles of reporting performance metrics and the second providing guidance to companies and examples of how companies can apply those principles.

Deloitte has produced a practical guide to the ESMA Guidelines to assist preparers in complying with the requirements. Similarly, ESMA itself has issued a set of Q&As in relation to its Guidelines.

The Guidelines set out a framework for the presentation of APMs, also known as non-GAAP measures, aimed at promoting their usefulness and transparency. In particular, they require that:

- APMs should be defined and the basis of calculation set out;
- APMs should be reconciled to the most directly reconcilable line item, subtotal or total presented in the financial statements;
- APMs should not be displayed with more prominence, emphasis or authority than the most directly comparable measure defined by the entity’s financial reporting framework;
- APMs should be accompanied by comparatives for the corresponding previous period; and
- APMs should be consistent over time, with changes in or the cessation of use of an APM explained.

Our findings on the presentation of APMs are discussed in section 7.

Statements outside the annual report
There are various reporting requirements for companies, aimed to increase transparency, which require publication on a website rather than as part of a company’s annual report. These include:

- a slavery and human trafficking statement, as required by the Modern Slavery Act 2015;
- disclosure of tax strategy;
- gender pay gap information, which is different to and more detailed than the existing requirements around gender reporting in the annual report; and
- disclosure of payment practices and performance.
Publication of all the above is required to be on a website rather than as part of a company’s annual report. However, where issues in these areas are material to the business, companies will need to consider whether disclosure should also be provided to meet the above requirements of the strategic report. We looked at the extent to which companies are deciding to include some of this information in their annual report (see sections 6 and 8).

**New requirements for December 2019 year-ends**

The government has published new reporting requirements for private and public companies in response to its consultation on corporate governance reform. The Companies (Miscellaneous reporting) Regulations 2018\(^1\) introduce the following new reporting requirements for periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019:

- All large companies (private as well as public) must include a section 172(1) statement in their strategic report which describes how their directors have complied with their duty to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its members whilst having regard to the matters set out in section 172(1)(a)(f) (see above).

  We looked for an indication that the s172 matters were considered by those companies in our survey. Most companies clearly considered employees, customers and the environment. See section 6.

- The directors’ report of all large companies (private as well as public) must include more information on how directors have had regard to the need to foster the company’s business relationships with suppliers, customers and others, and the effect of that regard on the principal decisions taken by the company during the financial year. Requirements are also added in respect of how directors have engaged with employees, had regard to employee interests, and the effect of that regard on the principal decisions taken by the company during the financial year.

  Section 6 of our survey discusses the trends we are seeing with respect to engagement with stakeholders.

- All companies of a “significant size” must disclose their corporate governance arrangements in their directors’ report and on their website, including whether they follow any formal code (excluding companies such as listed companies which are already required to report on their corporate governance arrangements – see below).

- All quoted companies must also comply with new reporting requirements that have been introduced in respect of CEO pay ratios and long-term incentive outcomes.

  Further details can be found in our Need to Know\(^2\). The FRC’s updated Guidance on the Strategic Report includes guidance on how companies might approach the section 172(1) statement.

**Areas of regulatory focus**

Narrative reporting is under increasing scrutiny - the strategic report is the second most commonly raised issue in the FRC’s corporate reporting reviews. The FRC is aware of concerns regarding a lack of trust in big business and that expectations of corporate reporting are rising, particularly in respect of:

1) recognising the importance for the long-term success of the company of engagement with employees, customers, suppliers and other stakeholders. The FRC is encouraging companies to be more transparent about how they are engaging various stakeholders and distributing the value they create amongst different groups of those stakeholders, such as in the form of dividends, pay and benefits, capital investments and tax; and

2) the need to communicate how a company generates and preserves value.

The FRC’s updated Guidance on the Strategic Report has been enhanced to recognise the increasing importance of non-financial reporting and encourages companies to consider wider stakeholders and broader matters that impact performance over the longer term. Future changes to reporting requirements in this area are also described below.

The following areas of regulatory focus have been identified in relation to narrative reporting:

- The business review included within the strategic report should be **fair, balanced and comprehensive**. This includes balancing analyses that use non-GAAP measures with analyses that use unadjusted metrics and ensuring discussions of performance and position are suitably comprehensive and not omitting ‘bad news’. Companies should also ensure that they provide a fair and balanced assessment of performance and prospects that covers both positive and negative aspects.
• Presentation of alternative performance measures is still a significant focus area given the requirements introduced by the ESMA Guidelines. In addition, the identification of items excluded from APMs (often described as ‘exceptional items’) is also likely to be an area of continued focus – see the financial statements section of this appendix for more detail.

• The linkage and consistency of the information included in the ‘front half’ and ‘back half’ of the annual report. Companies should ensure that there is cohesion between the information reported and effective linkage throughout the annual report. For example, consistency would be expected between the items identified as part of capital when discussing capital management in the front and back halves of the report. Similarly, the description of reconciling items in a company’s tax note should be consistent with discussions in the strategic report. The FRC has also highlighted that they want companies to pay attention to ensuring the links between the financial statements and discussions of strategy, performance including KPIs, financial position and cash flows are clear.

• Ensuring that information provided is company-specific and material to an understanding of the business, its performance and prospects.

• Identification of principal risks and uncertainties. Companies should ensure that the risks and uncertainties disclosed are genuinely principal and make sure they discuss how risks are identified, managed or mitigated. Linkage between risks and strategic objectives and KPIs has been specifically highlighted as needing to be clearly disclosed. There is a particular focus on those systemic risks such as climate risk, Brexit and cyber risk.

• The FRC expects reference to be made to the impact of climate change where relevant for an understanding of the company’s activities. Omitting this would question whether the strategic report is comprehensive.

• A number of suggestions for improvement of disclosure of business models were made in the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab’s report in 2016. Companies should, therefore, expect more scrutiny in this area, e.g. in respect of articulating the key drivers of the business.

• Where in scope, ensure that the requirements for the non-financial information statement are covered.

• Identification of KPIs. Companies should consider whether ratios that are discussed prominently in the strategic report should be identified as KPIs, and that where APMs are identified as KPIs the information required by the ESMA Guidelines is given. Where KPIs have changed year on year, changes should be explained.

• Disclosure of dividend policy and practice (i.e. how the policy is applied in taking decisions to declare dividends) as well as the level of distributable reserves will be an area of focus, especially after the FRC’s latest Financial Reporting Lab report on this topic (published in October 2017) made a number of suggestions to improve disclosure.

• The impact of the EU referendum decision has been highlighted as an area where the FRC expects to see more detailed disclosure as the economic and political effects develop.

Looking further ahead
Following its consultation on a “streamlined and more effective energy and carbon reporting framework” for the UK, the Government took the decision to broaden the greenhouse gas reporting requirements for quoted companies and extend the reporting requirement to all large companies. In November 2018 the Energy and Carbon Regulations were made. Quoted companies are already required to disclose information in their directors’ report regarding their annual quantity of emissions in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent, as well as a ratio expressing the company’s annual emissions in relation to a quantifiable factor associated with the company’s activities.

The Energy and Carbon Regulations are effective for periods beginning on or after 1 April 2019 and require quoted companies to disclose information regarding their annual energy consumption, including the proportion of the carbon dioxide emissions and energy consumption figures relating to emissions in the United Kingdom and offshore area and a description of any measures taken for the purpose of increasing the company’s energy efficiency.
Corporate governance
This past year there were no new disclosure requirements affecting corporate governance disclosures.

Much of the reporting focus for companies and the Financial Reporting Council (the FRC) has been on areas being explored for the purpose of improved communication between companies and investors, in particular viability statements (see section 10) and audit committee reporting (see section 13).

New legislative requirements arising from the Government’s corporate governance reform agenda, together with the fundamental changes built into the 2018 version of the UK Corporate Governance Code (the 2018 Code), come into effect for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019, with pressure from investors to adopt certain of the disclosure requirements early, particularly with regard to executive pay. There has been some focus on how companies disclose their activities as they prepare to implement the requirements of the 2018 Code and new legislation.

Existing requirements
Listed companies are required by the Listing Rules to make certain disclosures about corporate governance in their annual reports. Companies with a premium listing are required to state how they have applied the main principles set out in the UK Corporate Governance Code (the Code) issued by the FRC. Their disclosure should be sufficient to enable shareholders to evaluate how the principles have been applied. They are also required to make a statement of compliance throughout the year with all relevant Code provisions, identifying provisions that have not been complied with and explaining their reasons for this non-compliance. The FRC has issued guidance on what constitutes a meaningful explanation. The Listing Rules also require disclosures regarding certain provisions of the Code, including those on the preparation of financial statements on a going concern basis and the preparation of a longer term viability statement.

During the period covered by this year’s survey, companies had to report on their compliance with the 2016 Code, which is supported by the FRC’s Guidance on Board Effectiveness, Guidance on Risk Management, Internal Control and Related Financial and Business Reporting, and by the Guidance on Audit Committees. The FRC’s guidance documents include recommendations regarding disclosure in the annual report. Alongside the 2016 Code, a new FRC Ethical Standard for Auditors also became effective for periods commencing on or after 17 June 2016, which places additional restrictions on the non-audit services that can be provided by the external auditor. Disclosure recommendations regarding non-audit services are incorporated into the Guidance on Audit Committees.

The main components of a company’s corporate governance report are:

- a statement on how the company has applied the main principles of the Code and a statement of compliance with the detailed provisions of the Code (see section 11), often with an introduction from the Chairman of the board focusing on the principles of accountability and effectiveness;
- statements on the robust assessment of principal risks and the longer term viability statement (see section 10), which some companies include as part of their corporate governance report, although the majority have presented these as part of their strategic report;
- a report on the work of the audit committee, in particular its role in oversight of effectiveness of risk management and internal control systems, in assuring the integrity of the company’s financial reporting, such as its detailed consideration and challenge of management regarding the significant issues affecting the financial statements, and in its oversight of relationships with both internal audit and the external auditor, covering effectiveness and scope and (for the external auditor) tendering and non-audit services (see section 13 for more details); and
- reports from the other significant board committees, in particular the nomination committee regarding succession and diversity (see section 12 for more details), the remuneration committee and, where constituted, the risk committee.

Quoted companies reporting under the Act are required to include a directors’ remuneration report. This report must contain a statement by the chair of the remuneration committee telling the story of the year in respect of remuneration. The report is split into a policy report, which is not subject to audit and is not required to be presented in full in years where
there will not be a vote on the company’s remuneration policy, and an annual report on remuneration, some elements of which are subject to audit. The policy report is subject to a binding shareholder vote every three years, or whenever the policy is to change. The annual report on remuneration is subject to an annual advisory vote and includes a “single figure” directors’ remuneration table. The GC100 and Investor Group has published guidance on these requirements, which was most recently updated in July 2019 to reflect changes arising from the Shareholder Rights Directive II (SRDII) which came into effect from 10 June 2019.

Updates to the DTR, reflecting the diversity requirements of the EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive, came into effect for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2017.

These require companies within scope – public interest entities that are not small or medium sized – to describe their diversity policy in relation to the board, including aspects such as age, gender, geographical diversity and educational and professional background, in the corporate governance statement. As well as describing the policy, or providing a clear explanation if no such policy exists, they must explain the objectives of the policy, how it has been implemented and the results of the policy in the reporting period. Where this information is incorporated into existing disclosures outside the corporate governance statement, a suitable cross-reference should be provided.

For companies on the Alternative Investment Market (AIM), corporate governance disclosure requirements mean that companies must report on the application of a recognised corporate governance code, such as the UK Corporate Governance Code or the QCA Corporate Governance Code.

New requirements for December 2019 year-ends

2018 UK Corporate Governance Code

Under the Government’s corporate governance reform initiatives, elements of reform are being brought in through the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code (the Code), issued by the FRC in final form on 16 July 2018 and accompanied by new Guidance on Board Effectiveness, effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019. The FRC took the opportunity to perform a fundamental review and has also covered recent hot topics including corporate purpose, s172 of the Companies Act 2006 (described above), succession planning, corporate culture and diversity.

The changes to the Code are wide-ranging and principles-based. They are aimed squarely at companies achieving long-term, sustainable success. Reporting under the Code and the associated guidance is expected to demonstrate “how the governance of the company contributes to its long-term sustainable success and achieves wider objectives”.

In this context, the key new elements of reporting requirements under the new Code are below.

On board leadership and company purpose, much of which is likely to be covered in the strategic report:

- The board should describe how opportunities and risks to the future success of the business have been considered and addressed, the sustainability of the company’s business model and how its governance contributes to the delivery of its strategy.
- The board should assess and monitor culture and ensure corrective action is taken where required. Disclosure should explain the board’s activities, any action taken, and an explanation of the company’s approach to investing in and rewarding its workforce.
- Where there has been a 20 per cent or greater vote against a resolution, the board should seek feedback and provide a final summary on what impact this has had on the decisions the board has taken and any actions or resolutions now proposed.
- The board should describe how the views of the company’s key stakeholders and the other matters set out in s172 of the Companies Act 2006 have been considered in board discussions and decision-making. Whilst this is similar to the legislative requirement explained in the narrative reporting section of this regulatory overview, as it falls within the Code it applies to all premium listed companies, not only those that are UK registered.
- If the board does not use one of the three methods of workforce engagement described in provision 5 of the Code, it should explain what alternative arrangements are in place and why it considers that they are effective.
On division of responsibilities:

- The board should provide a clear explanation where it considers a non-executive director is independent regardless of any of the circumstances outlined in the Code which may impair independence, or other relevant circumstances which may suggest that a non-executive director’s independence is impaired.

- The reasons for permitting directors to undertake other significant external appointments should be explained.

On composition, succession and evaluation, including nomination committee reporting:

- The papers accompanying the resolutions to elect each director should set out the specific reasons why their contribution is, and continues to be, important to the company’s long-term sustainable success. (In practice, we expect this disclosure will generally be in the annual report which accompanies the resolutions.) Also see section 12.

- A clear explanation should be provided where the chair remains in post beyond nine years from the date of their first appointment to the board (for succession planning purposes).

- Enhancement of disclosures regarding board evaluation, including the nature and extent of the external evaluator’s contact with the board and individual directors, the outcomes and actions taken, and how it has or will influence board composition.

- Diversity disclosures, including how succession planning supports developing a diverse board, and the gender balance of those in the senior management and their direct reports.32

On audit, risk and internal control, including audit committee or risk committee reporting:

- Where there is no internal audit function, in addition to explaining why this is the case, there should be an explanation of how internal assurance is achieved, and how this affects the work of external audit.

- In addition to the existing disclosures regarding principal risks, the board should carry out a robust assessment of the company’s emerging risks and explain what procedures are in place to identify emerging risks.

On remuneration, most disclosure requirements have historically not been included in the Code. However, the new Code requires a description of the work of the remuneration committee, including:

- the strategic rationale for executive directors’ remuneration policies, structures and any performance metrics;

- reasons why the remuneration is appropriate using internal and external measures, including pay ratios and pay gaps;

- a description, with examples, of how the remuneration committee has addressed the factors affecting policy and practices: clarity, simplicity, risk, predictability, proportionality and alignment to culture;

- whether the remuneration policy operated as intended and, if not, what changes are necessary;

- what engagement has taken place with shareholders and the impact this has had;

- what engagement with the workforce has taken place; and

- to what extent discretion has been applied to remuneration outcomes and the reasons why.

These changes will come into effect for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019.

Changes for large private companies

As mentioned above, the Secretary of State made The Companies (Miscellaneous reporting) Regulations 201833 on 17 July 2018 in response to the Government’s corporate governance reform agenda.

This includes the requirement for all companies with either 2,000 or more global employees, or a turnover over £200m globally and a balance sheet over £2bn globally, to disclose their corporate governance arrangements in their directors’ report and on their website, including whether they follow any formal code.34

This applies for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019 and falls on individual companies that are not otherwise required to make corporate governance disclosures in the annual report, including AIM companies and subsidiaries of listed businesses that meet the size criteria.
Although companies are not required to use any particular code, the Wates Corporate Governance Principles for Large Private Companies were issued in December 2018 in order to provide a set of principles for companies to apply and explain against should they so wish.

Areas of regulatory focus

Corporate governance is currently an area of substantial focus for Government, regulators such as the FRC, and investors along with their representative organisations. Much of the focus over the past year has been on the corporate governance reform changes implemented in July 2018 through legislative change and a new 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, all of which will come into effect for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019.

The FRC has encouraged companies to consider and bring some of the related disclosures in the strategic report into effect early, through its revised Guidance on the Strategic Report and guidance on implementing non-financial reporting (see above).

Some of the other areas that the FRC is focusing on include:

- Further improvements to viability statements, which the FRC highlights is a priority for investors. One of the key focus areas for the FRC and for investors is the disclosure of prospects as well as viability. The FRC has explained that it envisages a two stage process to meet the Code provision with clearly differentiated reporting on each stage – the first being about the assessment of the prospects of the company, including the resilience of the business model, and the second being about the directors’ reasonable expectation of viability for the period of their assessment. The FRC anticipates that the period over which directors assess the prospects of the company will be longer than the period for the viability assessment. This is also consistent with the Investment Association’s Guidelines on Viability Statements and with the findings of the FRC’s Financial Reporting Lab’s report on Risk and Viability Reporting.

- Succession planning and corporate culture disclosures have each been the subject of recent FRC projects and feature in the new 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code (see ‘Looking further ahead’ below).

- The FRC is encouraging companies to review their Brexit disclosures regularly. In particular, it calls for companies to make their disclosures on the uncertainties arising as a result of Brexit more specific, identifying the nature of the likely risks and ensuring the disclosure reflects their latest analysis of the potential impact on the business.

The FRC has launched a new Lab along the lines of the Financial Reporting Lab in order to foster dialogue between audit committees, investors and auditors. The Audit & Assurance Lab published its first report, Audit Committee Reporting, in December 2017. This report “focuses on the good practice elements of existing audit committee reporting, and encourages audit committees to consider adopting them.”

The report’s key recommendations on audit committee reporting included:

- It is useful to bring out key messages, for instance in an introductory statement from the chair.

- More concise reporting is more likely to be read, enabling key information to be identified by investors.

- Explain in the audit committee report why the significant issues relating to the financial statements were deemed to be significant, what challenges the audit committee raised on those issues and what the conclusion was. The disclosure on significant issues should be easily identified and understood.

- Sufficient emphasis should be placed on audit quality and auditor independence, in particular disclosure is useful when there is a planned external audit tender.

- Make it clear what the audit committee’s role is in relation to internal control, risk management, and internal audit, in particular where there are other committees such as a risk committee that may share responsibility in this area.

Looking further ahead

Although there are new requirements for disclosure regarding board evaluation in the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code, these could be enhanced further. At the request of the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, ICSA published a consultation in May 2019 regarding the effectiveness of independent board evaluation in the UK listed sector.
Part of this included new proposals for disclosure guidance to assist listed companies in providing shareholders with annual report disclosure that they would find useful in assessing how diligently the board is seeking to improve its effectiveness. The proposals cover both internal and external board evaluations with some additional disclosures recommended for externally facilitated reviews.

Audit committee report disclosures regarding non-audit services are likely to gain more prominence and perhaps more detail, as the 70% cap on non-audit services takes effect for the financial year commencing on or after 17 June 2019 for those companies that have had the same auditor for at least three years. The FRC consulted in July 2019 regarding changes to the Ethical Standard for auditors which again we anticipate will lead to disclosure as audit committees revisit their non-audit services policies.

Financial statements
Listed groups are required to prepare consolidated accounts under IFRS Standards as adopted by the EU, although whether and for how long the EU endorsement aspect will remain unaltered once the UK leaves the EU is at present unclear. Listed entities that are not parent companies, such as many investment trusts, can also choose to prepare financial statements using FRS 102 The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102).

The separate financial statements of a ‘qualifying entity’ can be prepared under FRS 101 Reduced Disclosure Framework (FRS 101), which closely reflects IFRS accounting but with reduced disclosures. If eligible, this may be an attractive option for many parent companies’ separate financial statements and for their subsidiaries. Another option is to apply FRS 102 with reduced disclosure.

The most significant change of the past year saw most companies in our survey adopting IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers for the first time. The impact of these new IFRSs is discussed in section 15.

New requirements for forthcoming year-ends
Below is a list of the new IFRS requirements coming into force for financial years ending between September 2019 and August 2020. Hyperlinks to further information are included in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>As issued by the IASB mandatory for accounting periods starting on or after</th>
<th>Per the EU adopting regulation, mandatory for accounting periods beginning on or after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers (including clarifications)</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRIC 22 – Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IFRS 4 (Sept 2016) – Applying IFRS 9 Financial Instruments with IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IAS 40 (Dec 2016) – Transfers of Investment Property</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Improvements to IFRSs: 2014-16 Cycle (Dec 2016) – IFRS 1 and IAS 28 Amendments</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
<td>1 January 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 16 – Leases</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRIC 23 – Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatments</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Companies reporting under FRS 102 should note that the triennial review made a number of amendments to various sections, effective for periods commencing on or after 1 January 2019.

Areas of regulatory focus

The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) announced that during 2019/20 it would undertake thematic reviews on:

- impairment of non-financial assets;
- disclosures relating to the implementation of IFRS 16 Leases within 2019 interim accounts; and
- the effects of the decision to leave the EU on companies’ disclosures.

The findings from these reviews, once published, will no doubt prove helpful for preparers as the 2019 year-end reporting season approaches.

In respect of the impairment thematic review, the FRC is looking to encourage more transparent reporting of the events and circumstances that led to the recognition or reversal of an impairment loss and the basis on which the directors concluded that the carrying amounts of non-financial assets are recoverable.

Acknowledging that disclosures in full year accounts prepared under IFRS are more comprehensive than those provided in condensed financial statements prepared under IAS 34 *Interim Financial Reporting*, it is worth noting that the FRC’s stated expectations in respect of IFRS 16 transition included:

- quantitative disclosure to be accompanied by informative and detailed explanation of the changes, tailored to the company’s specific circumstances;
- clear explanations of the effect of transition, including comparison of previous accounting policies with new policies;
- appropriate commentary on comparative amounts, where transitional arrangements may mean these are not directly comparable with current period amounts;
- any key judgments made by management in applying IFRS 16 to be clearly explained, such as including clarification of the exemptions they intend applying and the policy choices that they have made; and
- an explanation of how the transition has been implemented, after careful consideration of the transitional disclosure requirements under IFRS 16 and the requirements of IAS 8 *Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>As issued by the IASB mandatory for accounting periods starting on or after</th>
<th>Per the EU adopting regulation, mandatory for accounting periods beginning on or after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IFRS 9 (Oct 2017) - Prepayment Features with Negative Compensation</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IAS 28 (Oct 2017) - Long-term Interests in Associates and Joint Ventures</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IAS 19 (Feb 2018) - Plan Amendment, Curtailment or Settlement</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
<td>1 January 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Priority sectors announced by the FRC for reviews in 2019/20 are as follows:

- financial services, with emphasis on banks, other lenders and insurers;
- oil and gas;
- general retailers;
- retail property;
- business support services; and
- construction and materials.

Per their Annual Review of Corporate Governance and Reporting 2017/18, published in October 2018, the FRC’s most commonly raised substantive queries, in order, related to:

1) judgements and estimates (see section 14 of this publication);
2) APMs (see section 7);
3) strategic report (discussed in various sections);
4) income taxes (see section 14);
5) revenue (see section 15);
6) business combinations (see section 15);
7) impairment of assets (see section 15);
8) pensions (see section 14);
9) statement of cash flows (see section 15);
10) provisions and contingencies; and
11) accounting policies.

More generally in relation to financial statements, and in addition to the items above, significant areas of regulatory focus at the moment include the following:

- Disclosure and accounting for complex supplier arrangements, including supplier financing and presentation of payables in the balance sheet and associated cash flows in the statement of cash flows (see section 15).
- The impact of a low interest rate environment, uncertainties around the macro-economic environment, Brexit (see section 3) and climate change (see section 2) mean that scrutiny can be expected on issues such as impairments, sensitivity disclosures, recognition of deferred tax assets and fair value measurements.
- Investor calls also continue for insight into the level of distributable profits that a company has available and capital allocation and distribution policies (see section 8 for current practice per our survey). Further guidance is available in separate guidance published by Deloitte.43

Looking further ahead
The table below shows other new standards and amendments published by the IASB, along with their effective dates and EU endorsement status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>As issued by the IASB mandatory for accounting periods starting on or after</th>
<th>Per the EU adopting regulation, mandatory for accounting periods beginning on or after</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IFRS 3 Business Combinations – Definition of a Business</td>
<td>1 January 2020</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8 – Definition of Material</td>
<td>1 January 2020</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRS 17 – Insurance Contracts</td>
<td>1 January 2021</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 (Sept 2014) - Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or Joint Venture</td>
<td>Postponed</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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